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MAKING PLANS

REDUCED

,

TO CARE FOR VISITORS AT HiSH WAY CONVENTION

Several committees have been appointed to make all necessary
arrangements to care of laige auenaance.that Will be present

The County Commissioners took action while sitting as a Board of
Equalization

COUNTY

The County Commissioners of Harding County sitting as a
Board of Equalization have ordered the Assessor of the county to
place all grazing lands on the tax rolls at $1.75 per acre, the
amount agreed on by the State Tax Commission. This action was
taken by the Board of County Commissioners at their meeting
'
Tuesday morning and has met the approval of the entire population of the county. The motion as passed by the Commissioners
cuts the assesment on all unplowed land m the county except
lands in( Incorporated Municipalities) that is used for grazing
purposes from $3.50 per acre to $1.75 per acre or just cuts the
lormer assessment in two.
This change in the assessment will throw a great amount of
extra work on the Assessors office, as it means a change in every
schedule containing unplowed lands, but Assessor Baca is equal to
the occasion and will hire extra help and try to get the rolls out
by the first of December if possible.
The Spanish American received a generous support with its
petitions asking the State Tax Commission to ask the Commissioners to make the change, but in as much as the change has
already been made the petitions will not be necessary, however
we wish to thank those who worked so untiringly on getting signatures and the few days the petitions were out several hundred
names were secured from all parts of the county, Some farmers
taking their cars and driving for days over the county securing
signers to the petitions which meant that within a few days practically every land owners name in the county would have been
on the petitions.
Harding County is fortunate in having the strong, reliable
set of Commissioners, for they are doing their best to give the
county a good, fair and just government and an ejual assessment.
They realize the situation in the .county and want every
to receive an equal and fair assessment.
We realize the fact that cer
tain grazing lands in the county CELEBRATES FOURTH
are worth tar more than grazing
BIRTHDAY
lands in other parts of the coun- - '
ty, and the only way to get at t
'
the matter fairly is to
rtLday
fffM,1?8 ff
all lands in every section in the
MoTn.day
ft
county. Lands close to rail-- quem
mamm had mvited a
lands
more
'
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received the following letter from the
County Commissioners which is to be taken into consideration

The Spanish American
Editors

Spanish-Americ- an

Roy, New Mexico.

"

Gentlemen:'
,
Tn view of the recent controversy regarding the calling of
a special election to vote on the question of bonds for Court-hous- e
and jail at Mosquero, and which seems to have caused considerable
misunderstanding as to the position taken Dy tne uumy commissioners in the matter, we are writing this letter to you, and request that in the interests of fair play you give it all the publicity
possible.
You will remember that when tne petition regarding tne
was presented to this board they offered to call the
snerial election, but suffsrested that the money to defray the ex
pense of such election be provided by those most interested, as the
county exchequer aid not at tnat time seem 10 jusuiy me expen.'

'..'

High-schó-

ol

diture.

This was a suggestion, not a ruling, and was in the interest
of every
in the county.
It as later decided by the delegation from Roy, that, under
the circumstances, the petition be withdrawn, and the matter left
to be voted on at the general election in November should the
not be heard from before such
application made for a
election.
This board appreciates this action upon the part of the Roy
with them in their efforts in the direction
people in
of economy.
Should this petition have been left with the Commissioners
they would have had no option but to have called the election, as
the law is mandatory.
Now in the matter of the petition presented requesting a
and jail at Mosspecial election to vote bonds for a
quero, we understand that many people think that the Commissio
ners have not taken the same stand they did in the
tax-pay-

er

ng

T

.

court-hous-

e

High-scho-

ol

matter.

number of his little fliends from
The fact is they have taken exactly the same stand, and have
Mos(iuero and Ry t0 come t0 the tried to avoid this expense to the
at this time, and in
' Anderson
Roy and Mosquero try to
durin
people
of
home
advised
the
after"
the
was
it
fact,
that
not worth
of
get together on the two propositions before deciding to present
such petition. This was done with result as you know.
The request of the Commissioners that the petition be withdrawn however, was complied with and the matter remains to be
"
Í A fine
"C
little lunch was served settled at some future time, ánd' we hope, will be satisfactory to
of .the county be made until a to the guests late in the after- - all
concerned.
section classification is made.
The Commissioners did not attend any of the meetings held
The new assessment will lower ,Th nartv
t w-.- , m. by the citizens regarding this matter as they preferred to remain
the assessed value in the county down, and each one of the little in a position to act with impartiality.
considerable and make the coun- guests wished Sonny many more
We have tried to give a square deal to all and think we have
ty a 5th Class County, but it such happy birthdays.
done so.
will surely offer relief to the
'
E. F. Gallegos,
over burdened tax payers. The
J. H. Crane,
DoMiss
Taylor,
head
of
the
Commissioners are economizing
Raymundo Arguello,
in every way possible and doing mestic Science and Domestic Art Board County Commissioners,
Department
Mexico,
New
in
was
n n the., n,,w n iAUmr th0
Mosquero, New Mexico, August, 30th, 1922.
of the in Roy Wednesday making the
tayes, and the
county are appreciable of the necessary arrangements for Roy
to secure Federal Aid in this
R.F.
Jay Bradley
R. E. Alldredge made a
Commissioners actions .
trip to Las Vegas and Spr- D. is a new reader of the S. A.
work . Roy is one of the few
this week.
schools in New Mexico qualify- inger the first of the week.
FRECINCT REPUBLICAN
ing under the Smith-HughCONVENTION WELL
act
R. A. Pendleton and familv re
Louis Waters who has been
ATTENDED and will receive Federal Aid both
visiting at Springer for several trrnéd from a three weeks in
'in Agriculture and Domestic weeks returned home last
the mountains fishing and enjo-'wThe Republicans of Precinct Science.
yiríg vacation life.
No. 3, (Roy Precinct) held their
precinct caucus at the Communi
ty Hall last Saturday atternoon
and quite n number of the G.O.P
were pre?ent. The convention)
was called to order by the precin
ct chairman F.S. Brown and the
Secretary F.L. Schultz read the
call for the caucus, after which
the convention proceeded to name the delegates, 16 in number
to attend the County Convention
w hich will be held Saturday the
2nd day of September at Mos- quero.
j
The delegates names were as
follows: ,
F.A. Roy; George Gonzales, P.
C. Haines, Leandro Archuletta,
E. J.H. Roy, Leandro Martinei,
C. Erucst Anderson, Dan Gonza-.el- s,
ymr-schooF.S. Brown, Jose Meastes,
Manuel
Archuletta,
L.
Scmiltz,
F.
J.H. Mahoney, Mrs George GonJ.H. Mahoney and
zales, Mi-y Medina'.
Sanchez
.Francisco
In
made by
were
Several talks
local repubaoivns and the party
united in Hording County
see:-.iin the Roy Precinespecially
.and
(TV.tax-paye-

rs

Sed
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The different committees appointed to make the necessary
arrangements for the Tekasew Mexico Highway which will be
held in Roy on September 25 h and 2oth, are working every day
to make the meeting not only a pleasure to the delegates who will
be present but to make the meeting itself a great success and of
'
much value to the Association.
The arrangement committe is making plans for a banquet to
be given the visiting delegates cn Monday evening and plates will
be set for 400. On the secona Jay a big barbecue will be held for
the large crowd which will be p.esent. A number of other thing
will be arranged for the visitor.;, including base ball games, races
and many other forms of amusements. The meeting will be held
in the old Odd Fellow Hall. The hall will seat about 500 persons.The Masonic Hall will also be open during the convention and will
accomodate at least 400 or more. The Community Hall which seats
about 300 will also be used during the convention and it is probal
ble that any interstate meeting vhich may be held during the con
vention week will be held m tins hall.
It is planned to open the convention on Monday the 25th, at
10 o'clock and a business session will be held during the forenoon
and another session during the afternoon of the first day. At
the fair grounds a ball game v. ill be played, also various races will
be given during the afternoon'. At night the banquet will be held
and following the banquet a dance will be given by the American
Legion.. The forenoon ot ths bond day will be given to business
sessions and at noon the bit; barbecue will be pulled off and following this will be another oail game and some more races, followed at night by another bij dance.
'
Hotel accomodations are being
LITTLE GIRL SERIOUSLY
made for the big crowds whicu
INJURED are expected to be present. Mills
.
0Ur sister town to the north has
Elizabeth the five year old dau agreed to help us care for the
ghter of Mr and Mrs H. Cheney people and will send down cars
who live on the Regoni farm abo- to taite a numoer oí tne visitors
ut 10 miles north of Roy was se- to that town to be cared for in
riously injured last Wednesday the hotels at that place . All avevening when a team became ailable rooms in the town will be
frightened and the wagon pas needed and anyone who can care
sed over the arm and leg of the for one or more visitors should
little girl. A man peddling beef notify the arrangement commi-ha- d
stopped at the Cheney home ttee just how many they can
Large delegations
and the little girl had come out care for.
of the house and was standing jare expected irom a number of
near the wagon when something Texas towns and possibly every
frightened the team and they New Mexico town will send from
made a plunge, jerking the wra- - 2 to ó delegates.
gon against her and throwing
The convention promises to be
her to the ground and dragging one of the best attended road
the wagon over her body. The 'meet::;g ever held in the state
right leg was broken at the thigh a.- - a number of prominent
d
the collar bone was also bro- - te officers have promised to be
ken and she was otherwise inju- - present and address the conven-reImmediately after the acci- - tion including Governor Mechem.
dent, Dr Moon of Mills was sumState Highway Engineer Gilmoned and he brought the woun-ie- d lette, Hon. Charles Springer, and
girl to the Plumlee hospital many other prominent men of
where Doctors Moon and Plum- the state.
lee set the broken bones and gave
Commence now to begin maher other surgical aid. Little king preparations to attend, and
Elizabeth is suffering terribly don't forget the dates, Monday
from the injuries but the doc- nd
September 25th and
tors say she is doing as well as 26th.Tuesday
can be expected and will soon be
on the road to recovery.
GRAND AND PETIT
JURIES DRAWN FOR
Hurst, of near Mosquero
OCTOBER COURT TERM
in town Tuesday enroute to
Dawson on a business mission.
County Clerk Anderson and
Sheriff George Spivey drew the
Grand and Petit Juries for the
October term of Court for Harding County, from the big jury
wheel last Saturday. The following are the names of the jurora
drawn.
GRAND JURY: F. M. Bailey,
G.R. Belknap, Ed Weisdorfer, w".
E. Carter, J. Coffeen, G.R. Abe- r,
rnathy, J.F. Arnett, John
Jose Leandro Martinez,
M.T. Nix, Emeho G. Trujillo,
Leonor Pacheco, Pablo Atencio,
-
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To let us know your wants and we will get
them to you when you want them.
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The County Convention which
will betield Saturday, will name

the delegates to the State

supplies, such as books,

l

Con-veti-

which will be held at
buquerque September 7th.
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The County Commissioners,
Messrs E.F. Gallegos, J.IL Crane
and Raymondo Arguello were business visitors in Roy Wednesday evening. The gentlemen have been busy all week on the tax
schedules and took a little vacation trip w) to th county Diet

'

Ben Sanchez, Ricardo Casados,
Bernardo Trujillo, D.M. Finley,
Raven Bean, Vidal C. Martinez,
Miguel Martinez, Sam Ratcliff,
J.M. Johnson, Pedro Padilla, W.
C. Wickham, W.M. Amburger
and Vicíente C. de Baca .
a,
PETIT JURY: Proropio
W.H. McMinn, R.H. Ben- tley, L.A. West, N.L. Benson,
Candido Urtado, R. S, Porter,
Claude Morris. Andres Jaramillo.
Santiago Martinez, Damián Cres-piC.F. Leonhard, R.D. Purcefl,
Alfredo Gonzales, Jose de Jesus
Garcia, Jose Arguello. Cictoriano
í!. Quintano, Wm. Hill, C.W.
d,
z,
Victor Griego, fiantiaíro
L.P. Robertson, Tobia3 de
Herrera, Earl Case, ALL. Woods,
A.D. Spencer, Emeho Giwa'es,
T.O. Scott, T.E. Siler and Victor
T u
cei o. .
Mon-toy-

tablets, pencil:, stationery Cz. '.Have your book hst ready wh
ycu come so we casi wait on ycu promptly.
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MEXICO HIGHWAY MEETING
FINAL ARRANGEMENTS BEING MADE FOR TEXAS-NETO BE HELD AT ROY SEPTEMBER 25TH axml üuTri.

ASSESSMENT OF GRAZING LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY PLACED ON TAX ROLLS AT
PER ACRE.
$1-7- 5
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"My father has bad a stroke," said
Molly, taking Wilton's cue.
Bowyer stared at her and, as she
spoke, they heard the factor's voice
above, raised in irritable inquiry.
"Mr. McDonald's mind is affected,"
said Wilton. "He cannot see you. I
am sorry, Mr. Bowyer.- I am speaking for Miss McDonald."
Bowyer grinned viciously.
"Well,
Lee, I guess we'd better have the dogs

years, he looked as If he hat commit'
ted an unpardonable insult But Mol
ly opened her shut lids, and the eyes
that smiled into Wilton's did not show
signs of anger, nor even of surprise.
"This isn't Winnipeg, Will," she
said, with a little happy catch In her

-
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"MOLLY, DEARI"
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Looking over Big
SYNOPSIS.
Muskeg, a seemingly Impassable
swamp In the path of the Mlssa-tlb- l
railroad, Joe Bostock, builder
ot the line, and Wilton Carruthers,
chief of engineers, are considering
the difficulties. A rifle shot instantly kills Bostock and breaks Carruthers' arm. Handicapped as he

Carruthers determines to carry
's
the body to a station ot the
Bay company, where McDonIs
the factor.
McDonald's
ald
daughter, Molly, sees Carruthers
struggling In the muskeg and drags
hlra from the swamp, with his burden . Unaccountably, 'her father
objects to her saving Carruthers.
Weakened by his wound and exertions, Carruthers Is disturbed by
the appearance of Tom Bowyer,.
Bostock's business rival and personal enemy. Bowyer Insults Molly, and Carruthers strikes him.'
After Bowyer leaves, Carruthers
declares his love for Molly. She
'
promises to be his wife.1
Is,

Hud-ion-

CHAPTER

II

Continued.

His eyes were suffused with red and
bis face twisted with passion. It was
evident that he had seen the rescue
from his window above and had known
what Molly was doing.
Be dragged himself past her without a word and looked In at Wilton,
lying unconscious on, the bed.
"I saw ye bring him in, Molly," he
mumbled thickly. "Ye can't fool me
with tricks like that. It's a trick that
ye've thocht of between ye. Ye'll cast
him out again, aye" his voice vibrated with fury "ye'll cast him out
Into the snaw, or ye're no longer daugh-

ter

of mine."
Molly caught at her father's arm.
"You don't know what you are saying I"' she cried. "He has been shot.
And Joe Bostock Is dead. He's lying
dead without. There's blood on his
breast. There has been a dreadful ac-

cident"

He grasped her fiercely by the wrist
"Joe Bostock dead I" he shouted.
"Who killed him?"
"I don't know. Mr. Carruthers was
carrying his body and got trapped in
the muskeg. I saved him."
"Aye, one can see that," answered
McDonald with slow malice. "Ye've
brought more trouble ou me. The
body shall not lie In this house, nor
Will Carruthers' neither. Mark me,
lass I Ye'll put him out in the snaw
to keep Joe Bostock company, or ye're
DO daughter of mine."
"You're mad!" flashed Molly Indignantly. With a swift Impulse she tail
to the door and opened it. A gust of
wind blew a whirl of snow into the
store. To Molly's excited brain it
seemed to assume the momentary
form of a fantasmal figure as it
wreathed Itself about the factor, lie
Uttered a cry and staggered back,
clutching at the edge of the counter.
"Will you let a dead man lie there,
cut in the snow?" cried Molly fiercely,
Stretching out her hand toward Joe's
frozen body. "Do you think Will Carruthers shall be flung out there to
freeze to death beside him? Why, It
would be murder and on your head I"
Perhaps it was the remembrance of
the past that checked the factor in his
fury and brought back sanity to his
mind. For a moment he stared at
Joe's dead face, then raised his eyes
to Molly's. And then, mumbling and
clutching at the counter edge, he
turned and began to drag himself upstairs.
CHAPTER

III

Bowyer Comes and Goes.Wilton would not remain in bed
longer than two days. His hands had
not suffered much, but his feet were
badly inflamed and swollen, and his
arm would take weeks to mend. But
be could not rest, and Insisted that he
must return, although It was clearly
evident that he was In no condition to
;

travel.

Molly almost crio? with vexation
(hat his deterand alarm as she .
mination was unshakable. By the
strongest persuasion she Induced him
to remain over the Sunday.
As for McDonald, he sulkiv. in his
bed and said nothing.
Wilton had recovered consciousness
iate on the afternoon of his rescue.
That same evening his own sleigh had
appeared at the portnge, with the two
balfbreeds. Weak as he was, Wilton
Insisted on seeing them.
, He was convinced
that one of the
men bad fired the shot by accident,
and had expected bofh of them to take
fright and vanish with the sleigh into
the wilds. He was startled by their
They
protestations of Ignorance.
swore that neither of them had left
the camp until the afternoon, and persisted in their statement that they had
not heard the discharge of the rifle.
Following up their employers, they
Bad discovered bloodstains on the underbrush, according to their story.
They had picked or Wilton's tracks

from the lower slopes of the ridge to
the edge of Big Muskeg, and had followed them across the portage to the
factor's store, where they had learned
for the first time what had happened.
Their story staggered Wilton. On
the face of it, It seemed an lmpossl:
blllty, for no one else could have fired
the shot Yet, had either of the men
done so, It was the least likely thing
that he would have returned to brazen
out a concocted tale.
Wilton was too wealrX to
them ; he resolved, however, that
the matter should be probed to the
bottom, and meanwhile decided to abstain from arousing their suspicions of
cross-questio- n

.

his doubts.
It was on the Sunday afternoon
that, lying on his bed, on which Molly
had insisted, he saw through the window a sleigh approaching the store.
He recognized the two men who
walked with the driver as Tom Bowyer and Lee Chambers, the latter a
constructional engineer who had once
been employed by Joe Bostock, but
had left him for the New Northern.
He wondered what Tom Bowyer's errand was. He suspected that, learning of their Journey, Bowyer had come
l.
to spy out the progress of the

voice.

The marvel of their love transflg
ured them in each other's sight They
were hardly aware of Bowyer's departure. It was not until Molly realized
that there was the supper to prepara
that she became practical once more
"Why must you go tomorrow?" she
asked, wistfully. "A message could be
sent to Kitty"
"It's more than that, Molly," said
Wilton.
"It's the line Itself Joe'a
work that is at stake, and I've got
to be at the shareholders' meeting on
Monday morning.
You see, It's this
way,", he went ou to explain.
"We laid out our route to cross Big
Muskeg at this point and miles have
beea completed. But our surveyors
were either too optimistic or had been
bought by Bowyer. We found, when
it was too late to change our plans.
that Big Muskeg was a harder propo
sition than anyone bad suspected.
There's forty feet and more of quickto
mud where we believed
exist a few feet down. The records
lied. And you can't lay a permanent
way upon mud.
"The shareholders are frightened,
and Phayre, of the Bank of New
North Manitoba, who is an influential
one, and represents Bowyer, has had
the tip from him to make trouble.
Bowyer didn't want the line till the
transcontinental route was shifted
northward. Now he does, partly be
cause we shall ultimately link up wltn
it and become a valuable property.
And I think he suspects that there's
something in our territory worth the

harnessed," he said.
Lee Chambers went out Wilton
wondered whether the two suspected
Joe's presence In the building. A moment later Bowyer turned to him.
"You're next to Joe Bostock, Will,"
he said In his smooth voice. "So, as
Joe isn't here, apparently, I'd like to
have a word or two with you. You'll
pass It on to him, eh?"
Without waiting for Wilton's reply,
he walked toward the room at the
back of the store.
"I want the Missatibi, Carruthers,"
be began, entering, and turning round
and facing Wilton. "I guess I made
a mistake in letting that bill through
the legislature.
I'm looking ahead.
Pome day not in our time, maybe, but
some day these brapch lines will
have a value. I always meant to have

Pure materials, scientific manufacture, absolute cleanliness
then sealed against all impurity.

-

It

bed-roc- k

"It hurts my reputation to have this
dinky concern cf Joe's hanging on to
mine.
But I guessed Joe couldn't
raise the money, and that I'd get It
cheap some day.
"Well, I was right You can't cross
Big Muskeg, and you haven't the
money to loop It Tell Joe I'm open
to terms. And say I'm going to have
them. Tell him he won't live forever
heaps of men forget that and ask
him who in thunder will go ahead on
the Missatibi when Joe Bostock's
gone I"
He could not have flicked Wilton on
the raw more surely if he had known
Joe was dead. The reference was like
a new stab in his wound. And Wilton
had the momentary Impression that
Bowyer did know of Joe's death and
was playing with him.
"You be d d I" he shouted, unleashing his suppressed anger. "That's my
message to you, and that's Joe Bostock's. You'll never get your fingers
in the Missatibi.
Nol That's all-- just

developing.
"The plan Is to refer the situation
to a commission of engineers who, of
course, would be largely in Bowyer's
pay, and who would report that the
present route Is not feasible. That
would mean increasing our capital,
and the issue of new stock would give
Bowyer and Phayre the controlling
Interest. As things stand, Joe con
..
trols the company, although he hasn't
He was in no mood to welcome
that no!"
actually a majority of the shares.
either him or Chambers. Chambers
An ugly sneer flitted across Bow"Joe would take most chances, but
was suspected of having betrayed a
he wouldn't gamble with the fortunes
good many of the Mlssatibi secrets to yer's face. "Seems to me you're speaking for a good many people today, of those who trusted him,- even to
the New Northern.
fight Bowyer. He wanted to have reaHe decided to stay; where he was, Carruthers !" he shouted angrily, shakunless Bowyer showed signs of re- ing his' fist In Wilton's face. "First sonable hopes that the line could be
it was for Miss McDonald, and now pushed through. He gave me his
maining.
But suddenly an exclamation of anger from Molly brought him It's for Joe Bostock. Though, maybe, power of attorney to vote for him, In
sharply to his feet and Into the store. you have the right to speak for both case of accident. And I have it here.
Bowyer had his arih round her and of them, judging from appearances." That's why I must be at the meeting,
viMolly. Otherwise that motion for an
was trying to draw her toward him. And he added a foul Insult, half
engineers' commission goes through.
Chambers, at his side, a small man ciously, half jocosely.
He got no further, for Wilton's And Bowyer told me that he means
face, was
with a sharp, mink-lik- e
sniggering at the scene. Wilton's ad- fist shot out and landed fairly on to have the line. But Kltty'll fight
him. Joe made no mistake when he
vent was like a thunderclap1 to the
took her for a partner."
pair.
"She was as true as steel to Joe,"
In his flannel shirt and trousers, with
Eald Molly. "Kitty and Joe were very
his left arm slung to his neck, Wilton
good to me when I was In Winnipeg
yet looked so menacing that Bowyer
winter. But what do you think
last
himput
once
at
Molly
released
and
Mr. Bowyer meant by his suggestion
self Into an instinctive attitude Of self-- ,
about coal on your lands?"
deefnse.
"There is no coal," said Wilton.
He was a man of about five and
"Molly, dear, I'll tell you what our sewith red, thinning
forty,
cret is. I was pledged to Joe but
huir, gray over the temples, and the
the secret's mine now, and I can tell
l old, staling gnze that falsely
passes
you. It Isn't coal it's clay."
soine
rogues
acquire
for candor, which
"Clay, Wilton?"
In place of tht furtlveness of weaker
"Clay. It's more valuable than coal
souls such as Lee Chambers.
or gold. It's clay land that the wheat
Bowyer stared, and suddenly he recgrows on, or rather in the rich topsoil
ognized hln man.
of loam, with the clay subsoil to seal
"Why. It's Will Cnrnithersl" he exand preserve the rainfall, yet easily
claimed wltn an affectation of jovial-ty- .
drained with a little labor.
"llmv'o you hurt ynur arm. Will?"
"I discovered it when I was prosthe
Molly came quickly between
pecting up this way four years ago.
two men.
It's probably an extension of the New
"You'll you'll perhnps realize that
Ontario clay belt, and, If so, it runs
this Isn't Winnipeg!" stuttered Wilton
for hundreds of miles through this
Inaptly enough. He wits quicker with
part
of northern Manitoba. It means
tongue.
his fists tli mi witii his
that the wheat area of Canada will
"I'.y Cenrge. It Isn't!" cried Bowyer
be Increased by thousands of square
In cordial agreement.
"I seem to have
miles. It means homes and prosper
put my foot In It iim usual. Your parlty for thousands who are now strugdon, Jlisx Molly. That'll meet the bill,
gling for a bare living in our cities.
Will?" lie cniitlimed, keepii.g Hp His
"That appealed to Joe. He was a
pretense of Jollines.
man, if ever there was one. He saw
Tom's oyes tnnvrd
Wilton gulped.
the money In It, and the value of the
swiftly from his race o the girl's.
line, but he saw further than that. He
"We're just In to have a look He Cot No Further, for Wilton's Fist was looking ahead, years after he was
Shot Out and Landed Fairly on gone. He
"Not
liuwyer.
around,"
continued
wanted to do good in his
Cowyer's Mouth,
much construction being dune ilil.
own way. t He'd had a hard time when
weather. I suppose you mlsrht think Bowyer's mouth,
Wilton put all the he was a young man. And because peoI've come to spy nut (lie Mlsntill
strength he ' could muster Into the ple believed in Joe, though he dared
land. Well, you'd he right If ymi did.
blow. Tmn Bowyer, taken by surprise, not tell them his secret, they lent him
Will. What's this story ulmiit cual le-- .
stumbled and fell. For a moment he the capital, and took up his shares.
posits on your property? lint peiiiaps
sut upon the floor, looking up at Wil That was Joe's dream and it's mine,
that's what the lawyers call a leuding ton In stupefaction. Then he leaped Molly."
question, eh?"
She listened breathlessly as he relo his feet and ran at hlra, his fists
All the while that he joked he fixed
whirling. But before he could strike vealed his dream to her, and yet, perWilton with his staring gnze. And Itlm Molly came running In, followed haps, womanlike, she was happy rathWilton found himself wondering Imw hy l.ee .Chambers.
She sprang be- er in the revelation of himself than
much Tom Bowyer knew.
in the altruism of the dead man.
tween them.
The man was as sly as n fox, for nil
"That's what the Missatibi meant to
"You coward !" she cried. "Are you
and that was his going to strike Mr. Carruthers In that Joe," said Wilton. "That's why we
his effrontery,
strength. IIei gave the Impression of condition?
mean to fight to keep it out of BowYou coward, Tom Bowbeing one kind of rogue, whereas he yer !'
yer's hands. Molly, dear, when I
was quite another, as many had dis"He struck me," yelled Bowyer in realized that Joe was dead everything
covered to their cost. There were few f'iry. "He's the coward, not L Walt seemed ended for the line. I couldn't
more resourceful and
till lie gets well I Just waltl I'll fix see how we were going to carry on
'
men, even In the Prairie city.
without him. It's only now now that
y oh, Carruthers!"
I have found something as well as lost
"I heard you and Joe had come up,"
rage,
In
an
evil
He glared about him
continued Bowyer. "So I dropped In and then, without a word, pushed past everything that I can begin to pick
to have a chat with him, though it's Molly and strode from the store, with up my courage."
She laughed and put her face down
taken me fifteen miles off my road. Chambers tit his heels. A few minutes
Planned to ask him to sell out his later the sleigh was whirling back on his shoulder.
valuable holdings, maybe."
along the southward road toward
Molly, who was standing behind Cold Junction, the nearest point of the
"Evening, Mr. Carruthers," said
Bowyer, looked earnestly at Wilton. New Northern.
the sergeant briskly. "I'm Ser- -'
He dared not signal to her, but he
Wilton groaned with pain in his
geant Peters and this is Concaught the answering message in her broken arm, caused by the twist of
stable Myers."
eyes, as if telepathlcally conveyed. his body as he delivered the blow. For
"I won't tell him," she meant to say. an Instant the room swam about him.
Wilton's heart went out In intense Then the scene cleared, and Molly
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
gratitude. It would have been un- was holding him.
bearable to have had to tell Bowyer
Her eyes, fixed on his, were filled
American Architects.
that Joe was lying behind that thin with pity, and a maternal yearning
The Roman found among the Greeks
partition of pine. It would have been over him that touched him unspeak- superior workmen and he Imported
blasphemy to have let Bowyer's gloatably. Her face was very near his own. them, hired them, and permitted them
ing eyes fix themselves upon poor Wilton realized of a sudden what he to decorate his monuments,' according
had known in a dim way even before to their own taste, but recognizing
Joe's body.
We
his fourth arrival at the portage-t- hat the artist only as a workman.
"You've had a long drive for nothMolly McDonald was the one girl find many of our artists among naturing, then," said Wilton curtly. "Mr.
In the world for him.
Bostock Isn't here."
alized foreigners, or men of foreign
to the facHe drew her to him and bent his birth or descent "The Condition of
"I'll say
lips to bers. Then, because he was Modern Architecture," by Leslie W.
tor, anyway."
very well versed In many things Devereauz, In Architecture) for
not
"No, you won't," answered Wilton.
oi the world, In spite of his tbirtj
"Mr. McDonald is too ill to be seen."
Mis-satib-

Utmost in Quality
That is Wrigley's as you get it
fresh and full flavored.

Aids digestion, keeps teeth
white and clean breath sweet
and disposition sunny.

Have you
tried this
one?

WRIGLEY'S P. K.
is the new

refreshment

that can't
be beat.
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Wrigley's Adds a Zest and Helps Digest
PRIDE IN SCHOOLS
Dominant Feeling Among Settlers
in Western Canada.
bespite "Newness" of the Country,
There Are No Better Institutions
of Learning Anywhere.

tion is not limited to the three K's,

but nature study and manual crafts
are taught, In order that the future
agriculturist may have his education-a- l
foundation laid. Many rural schools
have pleasant gardens attached, with
flower and vegetable beds, and the
visitor to one such school deep In the
country says she will never forget the
pride with which a little lad showed
her the patch of onions in his plot.
Thrift is also taught In the schools
by means of the dime bank.
"Following the primary schools there
are secondary schools, where training
Is free. This includes classics, modern
languages, science, mathematics, advanced English, and often agricultural,
commercial, and technical subjects,
and but this concerns the girls
household economies. For three years
this lasts, and then conies matriculation into the university, a matriculation which admits direct to the arts
or science degree, or the education
may be completed by a course In some
special subject at a technical Institute." Advertisement.

There Is frequently hesitation ex
pressed by those whose minds are
almost made up to move to the agricultural lands of Western Canada,
that the children will not enjoy the
school privileges afforded them In
their present surroundings. This Is a
reasonable doubt. The country Is new.
It is within the memory of many who
will read this that the bison roamed
these prairies at will, that there were
no railroads, no settlements beyond
that of some of the Hudson Bay posts,
a few courageous ranchmen and Indians. It was a country of unknown
quantity. It Is different today, and It
Almost as soon as a man Joins a
has been made different In that short Don't Worry club they begin making
time because of the latent stores of trouble for him about his dues.
wealth hidden in the land, which has
been made to yield bountifully through
W
the daring enterprise of the pioneer
and the railways that had the courage
to extend their enterprising lines of
steel throughout Its length and a great
portion of Its breadth. Villages and
hamlets have developed Into towns and
towns into cities, supported and maintained by those who, coming practically from all parts of the world, and
6 Bell-an-s
many, yes, thousands, from the neighHot water
boring states to the south, have taken
Relief
Sure
up land that cost them but a trifle as
compared with what they were able
EX-A- M
to dispose of the holdings upon which
they had been living for years. These 25$ and 75$ Packages, Everywhere ,
people brought with them a method
in life that electrified and changed the
entire Canadian West. Today things
are different, and a trip tó Western
Canada will shdw a country new but
old. New because changes have been
wrought that give to the newcomer
the opportunity to become part of a
growing and developing country It A man is 89 old as his organs; he
gives the chance to say what shall be can be as vigorous and healthy at
made of It; old because there has been 70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
brought into its life those things performing their functions.
Keep
that have proven useful in older coun your vital organs healthy with
tries, while there has been eliminated
everything that would tend to a back
ward stage. A writer, dealing with
social matters, treats of the schools,
und says:
"Everywhere the school follows the
plow. Cities which a few years ago The world's standard remedy for kidney,
were represented by scattered shacks liver, bladder and otic acid troubles since
are proud today of their school build- .1696; corrects disorders; stimulates vital
ings. The web of education Is being organs. All druggists, bree sizes.
spread over the prairie.
Lately, Look for th. nam. Cold Medal on ererr
and accept no imitation
however, a new policy has been adopted. Instead of many rural schools,
big central schools are being
serving an area of fifty
square miles or so, and children who
live a mile and a half away are cond
motor
veyed thither In
cars. In the summer, of course, they
come on "bikes" or ponies.
"And the young idea is taught to
W. N. U.. DENVER, NO.
shoot in many directions. The instruc

sure
Keiier
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Shave With

Cuticura Soap

The New Way
Without Mug
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PURE BRED SIRES NEEDED
TO IMPROVE RANGE HQRSE;

GLASSES
We are now prepared to test
your eyes and fit glasses.
Can furnish you any kind of
glasses, or any corrective treatment for the eye you can get
any where.

The Plumlee Hospital
N.M.

Roy,

To ThQ Republican Voters
of Harding County

In travelling thru New Mexr
neip out De im
pressed by the number of light
horses to be found! on the ranges
and on the farms, says Professor
Burns of the New Mexico Agricultural College. The light horse
is common thruout the west and
has served its purpose admirably
in the past an d will undoubtedly
continue to do so for general
ranch work. The number o desirable saddle horses, however,
is decreasing yearly, this being
due to a lack of interest in the
constructive breeding of this ty-

ico, one cannot

We invite you to join' us1 In seeking from the coming state convention of our par
ty the nomination of Stephen B. Davis as Republican candidate, for United States
"
senator.
'
We respectfully submit to you the following practical consideration which convince us that Judge Davis is the strongest candidate our party can choose:
For nearly twenty-fiv- e
years' Judge Davis ha3 lived in Las Vegas?, San Miguel
county, which is also the home of Senator A. A. Jones, who will be the democratic
nominee. As' against a republican candidate from another county and another section of the state Senator Jones, by reason of his long residence and personal acquaintance, will inevitably make some inroads into Republican majorities in this faction
of New Mexico and will command a substantial portion of the independent vote of
the district. 'v"
Judge Davis will receive not only the full republican vote of hto home county,
the largest in our state, out of which he will come with the largest majority ever
given a Republican candidate, but he will also receive similar majorities in the Repu
blican counties of Mora, Guadalupe, Colfax, Rio Arriba and Taos, and, by reason of
his acquaintance and personal popularity with the people he will carry by substantial
majorities' such counties as Union, San Juan, and others which in recent elections
have been fighting ground.
Wé submit that this support, which he will unquestionably receive, is sufficient
to insure his election, even should he receive no more than normal republican majorities in other sections of New Mexico.
Although an active and useful member of the Republican pai ty throughout his
twenty-fou- r
years of residence in New Mexico, Judge Davis has never been involved
in any factional differences in or out of his1 home county which could militate against
his success as a candidate. Without wavering in his party loyalty he has maintained
a liberality of view and an independence of action that mark him as a man of courageous character.
years ago with a degree from the
Judge Davis came to New Mexico twenty-fou- r
nothing else but a determination to make his way. By sheer
Yale law school--a- nd
ability and unwavering integrity he has won his way to the top of hisi profession, and
has left a record on the way of steadily increasing usefulness both as private citizen
and public officer. His record and his qualifications will command him to the whole

pe of horse.

Twenty years ago a great
many men, many oí them 01
English descent, came into the
western Btates to engage in the
cattle business, and many of
them did much to improve the
native saddle horses by introducing thorobred and standard bred
blood. This interest in the breed
ing of saddle horses had declined in recent years, but ranchmen
might well again take greater
interest in this line of work, for
the day of the ranch horse is not
yet gone.
The horses generally used for
ranch work usually weigh from
ten to twelve hundred pounds
and this type is usually found to
be better suited for general work
than the heaviér draft type, that
weigh from 15 to 17 hundred lbs
All horses on the range, however
are not of a desirable type but
much can be done by the comparatively easy process of grading up the herd with a purebred
sire of medium weight. A medium weight stallion may be obtained at a very moderate price
from middle western breeders
who do not desire a light horse,
their need being for a stallion
weighing at least 1800 pounds,
and preferably more. If a ranchman has over 50 head of horses,
the purchase of a purebred stallion should be a highly paying investment as a decided improvement in the colt crop should be
evident, even after the first generation. While horses have been
selling at very low prices the
past few years, there is little
doubt that they will again soon
advance to a price where they
can again be raised at a profit,
and the well bred horse will be
at a better price. The colt crop
will also be materially higher
when a stallion is available to
run with the herd during the entire breeding period.

e
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On meats and groceries can't
be beat. Below we offer a few
for your inspection.

MEATS
Plate ribs

-

-

8

-

l-- 3c

lb

Chuck steak - - - 15c lb
Loin or Round steak - 25c lb
T Bone steak - - - 25c lb
Rump roast - - - - 13c lb
Shoulder roast - - - 13c lb
,

DIAMOND M FLOUR

I

$3.50

cwt.

DOZEN FOR EGGS

WE PAY 20

CITY MEAT MARLET
OSCAR KIDD, Proprietor

TIRE SPECIALS
G&

32x3
32x4
33x4

J Tires

!

BUY YOUR TIRES WHERE YOU GET
YOUR AIR

R. S. Wood Motor
Company

Plainview, Texas, Sept., 1st,
Big crowds of deleates from all
Mexico
towns on the Texas-NeHighway are expected to attend
the second annual convention of
the highway at Roy, New Mexico, September 25 and 26. One
of the largest crowds ever in
eastern New Mexico attended
the first annual convention at
Legan and the attendance at Roy
is expected to greatly exceed
that at Locan. In addition, to a
business program of much importance, there will be speaking
by men of state and national im
portance. The citizens ' of the
town of Roy are also
planning some good entertain
ment for the delegates.
It is certain that the attendance from the New Mexico towns
on the route will be heavy and
Texas towns will likewise be
well represented. Hereford,
and Plainview are all
making plans to help represent
the Lone Star State. Many
visitors will go from
Roy to Taos to attend the Indian
celebrations.
The resort areas
of New Mexico are finding much
favor among the people of Texas
Mexico
and the new Texas-NeHighway is providing them the
live-wi-

James S. Christman

re

te,

Driller and Contractor

Deep Holes a Specialty
Custom Plowing, Large Tracts

out-of-sta- te

NEW MEXICO- -

w

shortest route to the resort 'area

Abstracts Abstracts Abstracts
We have the only complete tract index to the Harding
County Records.
abstracter in charge of our
, We have an experienced

business.

We give our entire time and attention to the abstract
business.
Our abstracts are approved by all loan companies oper-in-g
in Harding County.
We can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable
charge. '
.

.

Harding County Abstract. Co.
,

INCORPORATED AND BONDED
Mosquero,
New Mexico.

This new highway t.. tends from
Plainview, 'lexas, to Taos, New
At Plainview it con''ladeo.
nects with the F. F. F. and the
Puget Sound to Gulf highways,
which lead into the editors of
rxipulaticn in the Southwest.
The northwestern end at Taos is
in the center of one of the most
scenic parts of the nation. Travel over the route has been limit
ed this year because some short
stretches were in very bad condition. By next summer, the
entire route will be in good con
dition and ready for tourist travel. Plans for extensively advertising the highway will be
made at the convention st Rov.
It is expected that there will
be a spirited fight at Rcy for the
1923 convention of the associa
-

tion.

t

New Mexico Davis Club
By- -

Harry W. Kelly, Chairman.
Political Advertisement

The Clayton papers contain
Mr. McNeil of Kephart, was in
town on business the first of the some nice write-up- s
in reference
'
week.
now in
meetings
to the revival
Rev.
progress at that place.
Mrs. Bettie Bursick is visiting Pope has charge of the evangeli
her sister, Mrs. Robert Messner, stic work and is assisted by Mr.
at Raton this week.
Meier and Mrs. Pope, who have
A
IVTi
FYnnlv
HVfltt of charge of the song services.
on Mvo
visi
business
near Rosebud, were
tors in Roy Monday.
Everett Francis Rea. the lame
cowbov of Clayton and official
Rumor has it that there is a-- announcer at most of the Rodeos
nother wedding is booked to ta in this part of the west, was
ke place at Roy in the near iu- - married at Colorado Swings
ture .
last week to Miss Alice Moyot of
..

w

I

.

These are practical reasons which prove the wisdom of nominating Judge Davis
for the senate. Without reflection upon the qualifications or trespassing upon the
claims of any other candidate for the nomination, we repeat our conviction that Judge
Davis is the strongest candidate for senator our party can nominate, that his nomination will mean at once his election and increased majorities for our entire state and
congressional ticket, and that when elected his service to our state will be of the
highest order and greatest usefulness
In choosing a senatorial candidate the purpose of our party is to elect a republican senator from New Mexico. Judge Davis can and will be elected. We ask your cooperation in enlisting the support of your county convention and of the delegates it
'
will choose to our state convention, for the nomination of Judge Davis.

T-N-

2

$12.75

ROY.

people of New Mexico.

LARGE ATTENDANCE EXROAD
PECTED AT
CONVENTION HERE

$12.00
$15.00
$17.50
Miclielin Cords reduced
again. Selling now at
1--

;

ITS TOASTED

It's toasted. This
one extra process
gives a delightful
quality that can

,

that place. Mr. Rea is well known in Roy and has many friend3
here. He will be remembered by
not be duplicated
many as the felow in the wheelchair who was soliciting subs
for Canner's nublications and
FOR SALE at a great bar
County Superintendent of sch advertising the Las Vegas Cow
gain: The Sargent property near ools, Decrees, was up from
boy's Reunion while in Roy a
the Dr. Gibbs residence. Price
Saturday and attended the short time ago.
$1,000.00; $150.00 down, balan .'Republican convention here.
.
ce at the rate ol pe.bo per monOTHER WORD
NO
th. Where on earth can you beat Jay Bradley was in town Monday
this? For further particulars, after a truck load of gasoline to No other word in any langucall at the S. A. office.
keep the large tractor on his age of civilized peoples except
and 23
place at work drilling in wheat "Mother" has such a grip on the
human heart as the word 'Home'
FOR SALE
Ray Carr was over from Nolan It is a symbol that should bring
week. He re- to mind a pirture of the dearest,
Having decided to leave this the first of theschool
house at sweetest, most sacred spot on
ports
that the
immunity, I will offer for sale
finished. earth. At the bottom of all a
be
soon
will
place
that
the following furniture;
man's hopes, is his dream of wife
RoDining Chairs, Dressers,
The
and children and home.
Scott
Mrs.
Mr.
Chiffo-robChester
and
Chiffonier,
cking Chairs,
anyideal
home
nearest
comes
of
Mrs.
J.
and
Writing Desk, Library Ta- and son Chester Jr,
thing else to his idea of heaven,
ble, Kitchen table, Kitchen Cup- W. Scott were dinner guests at
place where the mind finds
a
board, Beds, Linoleum (practica- the F. A. Roy home last Friday. peace, serenity, calmness, quiet,
lly new), Heating Stove and a
refreshment,
Etna and Walter Floersheim, joy, recuperation,ideal
fev other household articles,
home Í3
The
renewal.
which are in the best of shape, who have been visiting the Hanwhich
living,
ideal
or
where
that
sevalso oné De Laval Saparator, two sons at Denver for the past
living, is
ideal
nearest
comes
extra fine Registered roiana eral weeks, returned home Satur found on earth. It is a place for
China Sows and some horses and day.
renewing our youth, renewing
mules.
our strength, renewing our cour
Will sell anv of the above for
Gerald Dodds, who has been age, renewing our faith, our
wbrkin at Spearman, Texas, for fections. It is where the Christ
cash or good security.
Call and see
several weeks, returned home. spirit dwells the spirit of
Mrs. R. W. Boulware,
Friday. He reports very hot
Rule.
912 miles east of Roy.
weather there.
Marden
Cipriano Lujan was up from
Sabinosa the first of the week
looking after his business interests here.

Mos-nue- ro

-

;'

16

e,

the-Gold-

Hon. J. Foersheim left for
The Literary Digest's poll on
New Mexico, MonAlbuquerque,
be hard to
prohibition
don't show much for
day where he goes as a delegate
know
we
all
that the bootleggers
stacounty
to
Harding
the
If you are not running ior so- from
dry.
voted
all
me office these days you are not te Democratic convention.
Cider is back again but it must
sell.

in, style.

Why such sad looking face on
Wm. A. Davenport of Glad- V
of the kids? Oh that'3
some
the
poasant
at
caller
a
was
stone,
The worst thing about a
thought
than
more
the
while,
thin?,
and
A. office Mondav,
tion these days is that the Boss
dala on his paper tnat wnool begins a weeK irora
is liable to fiad vut he don't ; here mr.de
again W. A. j Monday.
Come
1923.
.
read
need you ,
no-S-

vaca-

;

,

!
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The
MT. DORA ROMPS OVER
ROY TO THE TUNE OF
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Las Vegas, August 30, Müd
amusement, when business per-mitted contemplation of the spe- -

0

fvfonlo nnlitipnl in
i.
ta
was evident at Democratic state
loosely
in
a
Sunday afternoon
headquarters dunng last week.
Dlayed game by a score of 0
i
i r ii m
ai.
mi
oí me
ine picture
the whole game was practically
void of exitement and sensatio the throes of virtuous denouncia-tio- n
of any procedure smacking
nal plays. Young Berry took the
a
"trade", at the same time
of.
mound tor Roy in the beginning
of the game and in the tirst in unshackling itself of the hampe- timo- allowed five hits and they ring bonds of accuracy, gave Dea
alike
Republicans
and
mocrats
too
and
the
were good safe ones
visitors were credited with five picture truly comic. However,
firecracker of
runs in this inning. Berry was this eleventh-hou- r
aspirat-place- d
bomb
size
penny
with
rewas
of
form and
simply out
in the second by Williams ions produced as little of the
did good work but the slug-- sired effect as would a miniature
gers from Mt. Dora wire able to pistol in a reproduction of
several hits from him too dun.
and with rather poor support at j It is assumed that the story of
times another 8 runs were taken Democratic surrender of much
by the visitors in the. last 8 in- - of its ticket, without even the
sings. Roy managed to slowly formality of a convention,-tup a bunch of runs on Mt. dependent Republicans was
the game med at the creation of a certain
but at no time-ivas she able to take the lead al- - amount of dissension in the o
in the 7th, Roy dug up four mocratic politics: Every member
d
scores and had a'man on tnircijways been this situation in
one on second, but the man mocatic pilitics : Every member
at the bat struck out and Roy of the party is a boss,
unable to rally again in the king and herdable.
game.
With this situation firmly
established, the G.O.P. propa. Mt. Dora has a good team and
sóme of the best sluggers that bly figured' that it would be easy
we have witnessed , this year. to split the opposition wide open
Their pitcher was in excellent by telling the world that some
shape and did fair work and was j Democrats were trying to herd
given good support throughout the others into a deal about whittle game, altho at times he wea- - ch no one was consulted. It was
kened and especially in the' 7th, a good ideabut so was the sche- when he came near being knock- - me by which Ponzi enriched
ed out of the box.
himself.
A large number of rooters acThe unconscious humor of the
companied the team ta Roy ar- situation, too, is emphasized by
riving about 12 o'clock ; they re- the frank statement of Chairman
port good roads' most of the way Phillips that conferences were
held .by him with the view of
and especially on the new
highway. trying to effect a reconciliation
The Roy team had to play se- between Independents and estar
veral new players on account of Wished Republicanism . He gives
some of the regulars being un- as the reason for this result not
being obtained that the Indepenable to be at, the game, altho
wanted concessions beyond
dents
one of the new players
who held first did fine work and his power. Then he tries to vest
played almost perfect ball . What the chairman of the opposition
the Roy team needs is practice party with that power and a wil- and then more practice. A team lingness to exercise it
But then, somethinf really had
can't work all. week and not pra
ctice a single time thru the to be done to keep that prison
week and then on Sunday don probe from occupying too much
their uniform and expect to play of the public's attention, with segood ball. It is up to the busi- veral ether items of Republican
ness men to let those who are on folly.
the team off at 5 o'clock each eve
Political observers here are of
ning and then make them get the opinion that the already totout and practice for everyone tering position of the G.O.P.
knows that practice makes per - In New Mexico has not been bolfeet.
stered by this obvious disregard
The Roy team altho defeated for tacts. There is a well dentwice by the Mt. Dora team ha- ned movement toward the Demove challenged them for a double cratic party thi3 year. The only
header to be played at Roy next thing that party needs to achieSunday and Monday afternoons ve a victory in the state election
and the Roy boys intend to win is to nominate men of the calibre
these two games if in their po- the public expects to be in office
wer to do so. The team will be when government matters have
strengthened in several places reached the condition into which
and the public can expect to see New Mexico's have been plunged
two good games on these dates. by years of
Don't forget next Sunday and Naturally, Republican politiMonday, Roy vs Mt. Dora on the cians are going to move Heaven
Roy Diamond. Games called at and earth to dam a tide rolling
up their ruin so far as central of
2.30 P.M.
New Mexico is concerned. However observers of the situation
WANTED
'
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Ver-bunc-

h

,
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De-th-

De-an-

free-thin-w-
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Clayton-S-

pringer

Flo-ershei- m,

-

-

mis-rul- e.

are frankly declaring that contihand nued misrepresentation of the
condi- Democratic faction and further
condi- broken pledges, along with the
ad.
attendant evils of extravagance
W. M. Jett, Star Route,
and consequent damaging taxaTaylor Springs, N. M. tion, are not the means by which
the G . O . P . will retain control .
The recent effort through some publications over the state to
show that state headquarters
was discriminating against one
of the gubernatorial possibilities
fell far short of creating a
"break" in the Democratic ranks
There is not a Democrat in New
VIexico who is unware of the impartial attitude of state headquarters toward all possibe candidates. State Chairman George H.
Hunker has put forth every effort possible to have all of the
capable men in the party come
forward and put themselves before the convention for nomina-

Wanted a good second
binder; must be in good
tion. Write me price and
tion when answering this

Fairbank
Morse

Pumping engine

.$4421
Cylinders
Deep well pumping outfit
Gas pipe & fittings
Stock Tanks
Superior and Van Brunt
Grain Drills
Oliver & Emerson Tractor
and horse Plows
Wagons
Tin Shop Supplies
Well Casing

Safety Flues
Self Oiling and Roller
Bearing Windmills

BAUM BROS
TIN SHOP
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Roy, Harding County. New Mexico,

n

tion.
The chairman's sole view in
this has been the obtaining of
candidates for nominations who
would make capable executives.
With a field of men of virtually
uniform ability, the convention
could do nothing but pick a strong ticket, which will be done.
Such a ticket in sight, with the

certainty of a united party behind it, has caused Republican
campaigners to get into the fra(Adv.)
ntic squad.

THE

SPANISH-AMERIC-

her

this week.

cast of town

xwn a few hours last Friday.

AN

Isn't it strange, when you stop
to
think about it, what all dry
Published By
weather does, such as we have
s
"THE
PRINTING COMPANY
had the past two weeks. It
Wm. G. Johnson, Associate Editoi
many an otherwise good cow
Frank I Schultz, Editor.
wear a yoke as she searches for
; Subscription $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance.
her meager existance. It makes
potatoes like pea sand our belomatter at the post office in Roy, N. M. ved roasting ears all cob. The
Entered as second-clas- s
range worm wiggles along in
Registered August 27, 1912.,
quest of food on some dry weed
for a number of days but at last
1?
drought and failure of crops'
MASS MEETING HELD
"gives up the ghost" on some
of this present year over the
gentle
MONDAY EVENING
frogs
The
wire fence.
CH. GARNER
greater part of the State of " voice no more we hear he has
WELL ATTENDED
Auctioneer
New Mexico and also of said
congretaken it where the wets
New Mexico.
Mills.
County of Harding, and the
Quite a number of voters wegate and peace and quiet reigns
selling for
experience
12
years
already overburdened, the
re out Monday evening in atten
near our abode for ever.
in
and
'the
breeders
best
farmers
taxpayers and citizens of
Mrs C. A.' Smith was the
dance at the Mass meeting whiof
years
8
breeder
a
states,
three
said County there being maproud receiver of a beautiful Shorthorn cattle and Poland Chich was called by Mayor Gibbs to
ny who are how unable to
discuss the advisability of a bond
bunch of flowers which recently na hogs. Padegrees understood.
meet their taxes and are
election to be held in the near
came to her hand from Mrs. C.
Will go anywhere to conduct
from one to two years in arE . Munsey formerly of this pla- large or small sales.
future to vote bonds for a county
Mosquerears, therewith,
ce but now of Lymon, Colorado.
court house and jail at
Write, Wre or Phone at my exThe said bond issue will
ro: ' After a thorough discus
The Palmer Creamery Co., haI
pense for dates, terms.
add additional burdens upon
ve moved from the Schoeners-ted- t
sion of the matter it was voted
reasonable.
reawe
which
people
for
protesting
the
building, into the front
to adopt á resolution
lize no particular reason, for
room of the. Felton building.
against a bond issue at this time
there to be any haste in plaWm. 'Maxwell one of the dry
on account of the financial stri
cing
same upon the people.
financial
general
ngency and the
land farmers of the Mestenito
Respectfully submitted,
neighborhood left Saturday for
condition of the county at this
, M.D. Gibbs,
; ;
Dawson where he will work at
time,' as t.he present trend of the
Chairman the carpenter trade.
'V
people" 'is to eliminate cost and
SPANISH-AMERICA-

ma-ve-
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Geo E. Cochrane

expense in every way possible, Attest:.'
Earl McMinimy,
as every one knows the taxes in
Secretary.;
unbearNew Mexico are almost
able anyway .
The resolution passed by they. M. GORDON FLIES
'
INTO TOWN
meeting in words and substance
is as follows:
J.M.- Gordon formerly or this
We, the taxpayers of Preplace,
but now of Dawson flew
Hardof
County
No.
3,
cinct
Roy
in his new airoplane
into
ing, New Mexico, in mass
evening. Mr Gordon
Friday
last
meeting assembled Monday
ías just recently learned to opeevening August, 28th, 1922,
rate a machine and has just purdo hereby protest against
chased a new model .
the issuance of bonds for the
He spent a few days with his
building of a court house
father-in-laMr L.A. Cannon
and jail in said , county at
returning to
town
before
of
east
of
this time, for the reason
in
Hereafter
Dawson.
his
home
stringengreat
financial
the
Mr Gordon will do all his visiting
cy of the country at large
by air and so far as he is concerand especially of the greater
ned the muddy roads will hold
portion of the County of
no terror for him.
disastrous
Harding, the
I

.
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BOOKS BY GRADES

For 1922

-

23 - School Term

8th.
Arithmetic, Modern for Upper Gradesby Watson & .White
Wow Wnrlrl Rook III
;
History of the American People, by Beard & Bagley
History and Government of New Mexico, by Yaugnn
Geography, Essentials of Book 11
Reader, Eighth Grade, by Searson & Martin.
English, Oral and Written, Book II.
Writing, Book Eight, by Zaner
Industrial Art, Book IV.' ,
Agricultura, by Benson & Betts. v
7th.
Arithmetic, Modem for Upper Grades

.96

.60
1.60
1.50
1.96

.96
1.00
.14

.40
1.20

.96
.60

Speller, New Wrorld, Book III.
ufMMr nf the AmoriMin Peotile. bv Beard & Baffley
History and Government of New Mexico, by Vaughn
Geography, essentials of Book II.
Reader, Seventh Grade, by Searson & Martin
English, Oral and Written, Book II
Writing, Book Seven, by Zaner.
...
Industrial Art, Book IV.
Agriculture, Benson & Betts.
Physiology and Hygiene, by Emerson & Betts, Koog II

1.60
1.50

.J
0

14

.40
0

1.02

6th.
Arithmetic, Modern Intermediate, by Watson & White
Speller, New World, Book II
History, First Book in American, by Beard & Bagley
.
Essentials of Book I
Reader, Sixth Grade, by Searson & Martin.
ttngusn, urai ana written, dook i

92

.60
1.00

140

fJeno-remhv-

84
14

Writing, Book Six, by Zaner.
Industrial Art, Book III.
Nature Study, by Skilling.
Physiology and Hygiene, Book II, by Emerson & Betts
5th.
Arithmetic, Modern Intermediate, by Watson & White:
Speller, New World, Book II
History, A First Book in American, by Beard & Bagley
Geography, essentials of Book I.
Reader.Fifth Grade, by Searson & Martin. .
English, Oral or Written, Book
Writing, Book Five, by Zaner. j
Industrial Art, Book III.
Nature Study, by Skilling. ..
Hygiene and Health, Book 1

.40
8

1.02

.

92
60

1.00

......

1.40
84

Li..

.80
14
40
86

4th.
Arithmetic, Modern Primary, by Watson & White
Speller, New World, Book II.
Reader, Fourth Grade, by Searson & Martin.
English, Oral and Written, Book I.
Writing, Book Four, by Zaner.
Industrial Art, Book II
Home Geography for Primary Grades
3rd.
Arithmetic, Modem Primary, by Watson & White
Speller, New World, Book I
Reader, Third Grade, by Searson & Martin.
Language, Beginner's Book in, by Jeschke
Writing, Book Three, by Zaner.
Industrial Art, Book II.
2nd.
Arithmetic, Number Primer, by Bailey & German,
Speller, New World, Book I. . .
Reader, Second Grade, by Searson & Martin.
Writing, Book Two, by Zaner.
Industrial Art, Book I

.88
.60
80
.80
14
40
75

.88
60
76
60
14
40
88
60
72
14
40

. .

THE
AUCTIONEER

Some much needed road work
is being done on the Polaskie
hill northwest of Mills . Road supervisor Palmer Porter certainly
has an eye for good road build-

Mills, N. M.
Dates at this office.

ing.
t
M.H; Smith and -- family left
Monday for a few days business
and pleasure trip in Las Vegas
Mrs H. J. .Wyatt of northwest
of Mills returned home Tuesday
after spending a few days in the
--

FAT JO'S HONEY
;

Fancy Comb

.

Extracted Honey

Plumlee Hospital at Roy.
For sale by the case
Miss Berentz arrived here from
and io 5 gal, can
Coffeeville, Kansas one day last
week where she will spend some Retailed by all
time visiting her grandparents
Leading Grocersí
Mr and Mrs M.S. Berentz and
Italian Bees and Queens

-

.

other relatives.
Two sisters and a brother-in-laof H. W.Dykéman's are here
Springer, New Mex..
from Oklahoma visiting 'him and P.O. Box
his estimable family,
Mrs H.B. Albertson has again
assumed her duties as bookkeeper for the Wilson Co., after a
much needed vacation.
D D . Holopeter went to Mos;
quero Tuesday to finish some
plastering work.
Machine
S.T. Ansley returned the latpart
of
from
week
the
ter
the
ACETYLENE WELDING AND
orchards near Cimmaron " with
DISC ROLLING
'slathers" of apples and some
AT THE OLD STAND.
of the nicest cabbage oh my!
WITH.THE LIBERTY
Ira Thetford has his new Ford
GARAGE
Truck all fitted up with a nice
new box and a cover over the
D.
driver and expects to soon he ready for business.

Fatjo Apiaries

w

General Blacksmith

and
W

.

J.

Wade,

:ker HEN

6

.........

: ist.
Prof. Bazzill and family motoPrimer, by Bailey & German
Arithmetic,
red to Las Vegas Wednesday, re Speller, NewNumber
World,
Book I. . .
,
turning Friday. They have taken
by Searson & Martin.
Grade,
Reader,
First
athe
will
where
their son there,
I. by Zaner.
tend the Normal this coming fall. Writing, Book
Industrial Art, Book I
- (PRIMER NOT YET SELECTED)
Mrs Wm. Noefkee of Raton Is
Cut this out for future reference
parents at the J. W.
visiting

Woodard home

T.O. GreeñTo? "Clayton was in

MILLS AND VICINITY

The slacker hen in Harding
County is doomed; if she wont
pay her keep she is to be butchered. And there are fully one
third of the hens of this county
that come under this class and
in this time of high prices of
feed, would be folly not to get rid
of them.
Next week a series of culling
demonstrations will be held in
the county and several of the lea
ding flocks will be culled. The
man doing this culling has had
a lot of experience in culling
flocks throughout this part of
the conntry . And he will be able
to give everyone some valuable
information in regards to culling
and to the care of the flock.
Every one that is raising poul
try no matter on how small a
scale should plan to be at one of
the following demonstrations.
On Tuesday Sep't. 5th the first
demonstration will be at the home of Mrs O. A. Murphy six mi
les north of Mosquero at eight
thirty i nthe morning. The next
demonstration will be at the J.
W . Maib place northeast of Roy
at ten o'clock . In the afternoon
of that day the flocks of T.O.
Scott and Harry Evans will be
culled.
The following day Sep't 6th,
the first flock to be culled will
be that of Geo. E. Cochrane near
Mills at eight o'clock in the morning. The next stop will bef at
the Chas F. Leonard farm north
east of Mills at ten A.M. Then
in the afternoon the flock of
Otis Abrogast Southwest of Mills
will be culled. Other flocks will
be culled each day if there is

I. C:

DODDá

UNDERTAKER
And V '
LICENSED EMBALMER
Full line of Caskets alwaysq oi
hand, also suits and dresses.
Calls answered day or night
Phone No. 58
Roy, N. Mex.
Foster Blk.

MONEY to LOAN
ON REAL ESTATE

,

r

Rates Reasonable.
Can Make Inspection Soon.
Write, Phone or See,

Remejio Lopez
MOSQUERO,

,

NEW MEXICO.,

GARDNER S. CHAPIN,

M.

and Surgeon
;
GLADSTONE. NEW MEXICO'.
The worst thing about paying
rent is that it won't stay paid.

Stephen and Golden Russell of
Clarenden, Texas came into town
Thursday morning and are visiting friends here for a day or
two. Stephen will teach school
near Mills this winter. Both of
the youngsters had grown so we
scarcely knew them, but they
show that they contain the vim
and push of their daddy, Prof.
Russell.
'

time.

R.L. Strong,

Mr and Mrs P. A. Boarts of
Kephart, were pleasant callers on
the S.A. last Thursday morning-anleft afine order for job
Peter Wagner of Alva, Oklahoma is on the mesa looking af- - work. Mr Boarts is one of the
ter his ranch interests east of Great Divide farmers and has
town. Mr Wagner reports crops just recently moved to his ranch
Only fair aróund Alva. We under but he has all the ear marks of
stand that he will have a large j a progressive farmer and we are
acreage of wheat put in on his sure he will be a valued addition
land.
u to the Kephart commuiiity..

.Co. Agri. Agent.

;

Floersheim Mercantile Company

.48
60
64
.14
.40

d

I

,

i
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The Spanish American, Roy, Harding County, New Mexico.
FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U.S. LAND OFFICE at ' Clayton
New Mexico.
August 21, 1922
NOTICE is hereby given that
Jose de Jesus Medina, of Roy,
Harding Co, New Mexico, who
on December, 18, 1918, and January, 6, 1920, made Homestead
Entry No. 026331, & No. 026630,

NOTICE

or E2-Ei- 2

and

;

Ni2-NW-

SWi4-SEi-

i,

NWi4-NEV-

4,

Section

4.

35, Township 19 N, Range 25E,

Meridian,' has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F.H. Foster, U.S.
Commissioner,' at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 28th
day of September, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
'
Frank Aldeis, Demetrio Garcia
Fsco A. Martinez and Pedro T.
Montoya, all of Roy, New Mexico

N.M.P.

II. II. Errett,
.
Register.

ABBOTT ITEMS
WEATHER FORECAST
Mrs C.L. Wood and son returSeptember and October
ned Sunday from Dawson where
they have been visiting friends.
September 1st to 26th, severe
'
Mr and Mrs Clyde McColpin drought. September 27th to abvisited Mrs McColpin parents out the middle of October wet,
near Logan last week, Mr Mc- plenty of copious rain, thunder
Colpin accompanied them home. and' lightening during first staMr and Mrs R.H. Smith visited ges, but turning to sleet and froMr Smith parents Sunday.
st during the last, followed by
Mr and Mrs Robertson and fa- frosts. Much
persistent fog
mily lisited friends at Kephart between storms. Storms on the
;
Sunday.
decrease during last half of Oct.
Mr and Mrs Mosley past thru
T. H. Polaski
" Mills, N. M.
Sunday going to Texas after visiting here, they will go to Arkansas.
FOR SALE at a' bargain, a
Oscar Robertson is working
Chevrolet 490 in excellent workfor Mr Jones this week.
ing shape, practically a new batniA nice rain fell Saturday
tery, good generator and starter.
ght, much more would be appre- Detachable
rims, tires in fair
ciated.
condition, new Spotlight and maMr and Mrs Hepburn visited
Will take
at the Cunningham home Sun. ny other accessories.
cash, or will trade .for
'$90.00
Mrs Robertson and children
particulars inquire
motored' to Springer Tuesday af- cattle. For
at the S.A. office.
;

ternoon: .
Mr Springer and friends are
stopping at the Abbott Quarry
for a few days.;.

-

The man who these days
he is always right is wrong.

ñ

rtSik JJÍL,,! c.w

ABBOTT NEWS
C.E. Robertson and family and
P.J. Hisler were business visitors
in Roy Thursday evening.
Mr and Mrs Clyde lvicColpin
and daughters motored to Logan
to visit relatives for the weeK.
L.U. McKee and O. Davis,
road master for the E.P & S.VV.
were attending to important business in Abbott the toie part of
the week.;
J. Carter, , Bruce Moyer and
J.R. McKee were in Mosquero
Tuesday to attend the Democratic Convention.
Carl Fish and Thos Kutchson
drove to Clayton to meet Mrs
Hutchson and children who have
spent the summer in Oklahoma.
Mr and Mrs J.S. Irvine and
Mrs Silvers of California, were
visiting with friends in Abbott

tracts of grazing land. What
R. E. Alldredge,

Roy.N.Mex.

Friday.

FOR SALE

300 bushel

Turkey Red seed wheat
Fred Fluhman

clean

Se

NOTICE
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

All parties owing me notes given at my sale, must settle same
at the first National Bank on or
before September 1st, or same
will be placed in the hands of an
attorney for collection.
T.L. Courtney, Roy, N.M

c'u

u i.
jxigii uuiuui lino wiukci . i'ltum
is taking a business course in
connection with his high school
work.

Mr K.F. Woodman and family
moved to a ranch east of Springer last week where he has an
abundance of pasture and feed
for his stock. His bright boys
Pierne and Robert will be students of the Springer High School this winter. We are sorry to
lose this fine family from the
mesa but our loss will be a gain
for Springer. Here's success to
you Mr and Mrs Woodman in
your new home.
,

wny don t some radio fan fi- ranch near Albert the first of i6.00 how to broadcast frei-th- e

J

nvr frmn U

Rallará wna

Sl he sure would be a winner.

week.

Mr and Mrs Mickey Floersheim
and sons passed thru Abbott
Sunday enroute to Jaritas Ranch
to spend the day with relatives.
Mr and Mrs J.R. McKee will
leave Friday for Roswcll where
they will enter their oldest son
Clinton Joe McKee in the New
Mexico

Frank Yates will leave Sunday

ha- - n,-- u

ve you?

.

"

Military Institute for the

coming term.
.
Miss E Vay Johnson of
d
Ranch, was shopping in
town Saturday.
John Bauier is doing some car- enter work at the School house
this week.
Quite a few families of the
dry fanning district enjoyed an
all day party on the lake Saturday.
John Hepburn and family motored to Mills Saturday night, returning late Sunday , i
Vern Knedler and wife have
returned home after a two weeks visit in Texas.
Otis Torrey, Cash Wood, Gro-ve-r
Baker and E.. Newton and
T. Hutchinson, school board of
Newton High School were in
Monday to have some Notary
work done.
Hal Warner, Candidate for
Sheriff, was visiting in our viciIron-Cla-

SEE OUR STOCK

Pi

r"

yh-- i

.

Of boy's and girl's school shoes
We also carry the famous

HH'

W?.Já b

'Wig'

,

PONY BOY SUITS
Best for the growing boys
Yours for

The Farming Business- t"yr'

': '
;
'J;',, t
si
OUR farm is 'a business, Mr. Farmer. It should be
conducted as any other succQssful business if it is
:

,

1

to pay a profit.. And what successful business but has
.

good Banking connections?

,

,

Staple and Fancy Groceries

nity yesterday.'

'

,

Marcus Peeples who homestea
ded near Cuba, is home for a
short visit with home folks.
Mrs Mary Moulton of Texas, is
spending the month with her
parents Mr and Mrs Smith .
R.É. Kenoyer "leaves this week
for the Copper Mines where he
has employment and Mrs Kenoyer and children will spend the
winter in Iowa with relatives.
J.A. Irvine, Democratic Candi
date for Representative of Col
fax County, was trading with
local merchants Wednesday.
J.R. McKee made a business
trip to Springer the fore part of
the week.

At the right price

Roy Trading Co.

.

The mechanics and.
'of ycur faiTii 'are for
you to work out. If you have a good farm and operata
it efficiently, then you have a physical collateral as good
or better than' any business hi the fend.
manag-emen- t

s

Our doors open just as wide and cur tanking facilities
are rjiven as: fully to you as to any ether business Man
in ITardbg County.

r

Oth"r business firms need financing, r.eéd advice, need
cooperation in turnover of stcc!;, and tiicy co::ie to us for
that service.
Why don't you?
--

Bank oí

Roy- -

Mcsqiero Absirzct and lilie Ccrrpany

L. W. WILSON

FOR ASSESSOR
L. W. Wilson, candidate

Am
IN.

Fire-

This steadily increasing, public preference is proof of the recognition by
ofcar owners of the greater values
fered by Firestone. It is a tribute to
Firestone men all stockholders in the
company all actuated by the operating principle of Most Miles per Dollar.

' There are many reasons for the high
quality of Firestone tires but chief
among the special manufacturing procthus
esses are double
eliminating internal friction by insulatg
cure,
ing each cord strand, and
and perfectly
insuring a
,
shaped product.

The high average performance of
Firestone Cords is without equal in the
annals of tire making and is reflected
by the general tendency to specify
Firestone for hard service. Taxicab
and bus lines, buying tires by the mile.

Don't speculate in tires you will
find the right combination of price and
quality in Firestone. Come in and let
us tell you about the service these
Cords are giving other
whom you know.

.

gum-dippin-

g,

air-ba-

well-balanc-

"

County Assessor is a man well
qualified for that position. He
is a successful farmer near Mosquero. He knows the value of
stock and farm equipment. He
has a good education, is honest
and energetic and will make an
honest effort to get all property
on the tax rolls if nominated and
elected.
He is devoted to Harding County and her interests. He went
to Santa Fe and gave his time
and money to help create the
new county.
Mr Wilson is a life long Democrat and deserves the support of
the Democratic party of Harding
County. Your trust in him will
(Adv.)?
not be betrayed.

car-owne- ri

;

Leo Wagner of Jesup, Iowa, is
spending a few weeks on the
mesa looking after his fine ranch
east of town and making prepara
tions to have a large wheat crop
sowed on his place. Leo is the
perfect picture of health and states that times are really harder
in Iowa than in New Mexico. He
reports that Iowa wil have a
bumper corn crop this year and
all other crops are fairly good.
FOSTER-SMIT-

Miss

i

--Sold

ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
Mosquero, New Mexico.

;

are universally equipping with
stone Cords.

the past two months Firestone
built and marketed more tires
than in any similar period in its history.

for

(Incorporated and Bonded.)

by.

BAKER & SCHEIER, roy, new Mexico

H

Aileen Smith

and Mr.

Bennett Foster were married at
the home of the bride's parents
in Mesilla Park, Dr and Mrs. G.
W. R. Smith, Wednesday night,
by Rev. Hunter Lewis. A brother of the bride, Mr R. A. Smith
and his sister, Miss B. Smith
stood for the happy couple, who
left that night for their home in
Raton where Mr. Foster is doing
experimental work for the State
Las Cruces Citizen.
College.
Hog men Attention! I have
Tankage for sfle.
IsJ F,S. Brown

ív:i..

E. F. HENRY
COWTRJICTOli,
Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
'HOY,' NEW MEXICO'

;;,

.'.''

THE IMPROVED FORD
The late Ford Models embody 25 new mechanical changes and improvements in construcbetter
tion which make the new Ford car 100
than it was a year ago.
For the past year, Henry Ford and his
ablest assistants have devoted practically all
their time and energies to improving the Ford
Car. As a result we are today offering the
BEST FORD CAR THAT HAS EVER BEEN
MADE IN THE HISTORY OF THE FORD
MOTOR COMPANY.
Drop into our office at your convenience.
We'll demonstrate the car, and consequently,
convince you of its merit.

Baker & Scheier
AUTHORIZED FORD DEALERS ......
(Buy a Ford and spend the difference. H. Ford)

'A

The Spanish American, Roy, Hai ding County, New Mexico.
PASTOR OF METHODIST
CHURCH, SOUTH, HERE
WEDS TENNESSEEAN

Fall Arrival

s- -

MISSES, LADIES AND CHILDREN UNDERWEAR
MISSES, LADIES AND CHILDREN HOSE
LADIES AND CHILDREN DRESSES
'
BOYS PANTS AND CAPS

of ginghams, suitable for
School Dresses
PERCALES, ALL PATTERNS FOR BOYS SHIRTS
Calicos, Wool and Cotton Blankets, Outing Flannels,
Baby Blankets and Silks.
A beautiful

assortment

A complete line of high grade

NOTIONS

Don't forget to get our prices on

Saturday, Sept 2nd, 1922

POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

action of the Democratic Conven- tion.

ANNOUNCEMENT
To. the

Homer Holmes.

ANNOUNCEMENT

At 8:30 this morning, at the
Methodist Episcopal Church,
John H. D. Terral and Mrs.
Mary Elliott were married.
Mr. Terral is pastor of the local Methodist church, south, and
Missionary in charge of ,the
Northern New Mexico Mission.
Mrs. Terral is the daughter of
the Rev. H. A. Gray, minister of
the Cumberland Presbyterian
church of Columbia, Tennessee.
The Rev. R. C. Jackson officiated. The wedding was attended
by only a few of the intimate
friends of the bride and room.
So-Re-

v.

and Mrs. Terral are mem-bgeof two well known southern families. They will make
their home at 1009 University
Mr.

rs

avenue.
Las Vegas Daily Opti-c-

voters of Harding Coun

ty. I hereby announce myself aa
a candidate for the nomination

ANNOUNCEMENT

of County Collector and TreasuI hereby announce myself a To the voters of Harding Cou- rer of Harding County, subject
candidate for Sheriff, subject to nty : Having served as your Cou- to the action, of the Republican
fhA
V
wv Democratic
VlXUX4
tXlC
past year or morer Convention.
Harding , County nty Clerk the
of
Convention
Very respectfully,.
.
.
to become a candecided
T
have
i
I
i
;,
If nominated ana eiecxea i pxum-- didate for
J.. C. (Jack) Kirby
to
subject
strictly
.nndnpt.
(It t J VVJ11UUVW th office
o of inn fvf th o RpnnMifjui Conr
t"ha
on a business basis with economy vention. If nominated and elected NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of County uovernment aa mj I shall continue to have personal
Department of the Interior
chief aim.
in
U
have
. S . LAND OFFICE at Clayton
as
office
I
of
charge
the
Henry W. Farmer.
the nast. Thankine you for any. New Mexico.
August: zi, iy
support you may give me;
! NOTICE, is hereby
ANNOUNCEMENT
given that
I am ,
Synthia U. Gay,, of Kephart
Respectfully,
C. Ernest Anderson Union Co;. ,. New Mexico, who
I hereby announce myself as
n mn tifíate for Countv Assessor
on September,, 8th, 1919, made
Homestead. Entry, No. 026653,
ANNOUNCEMENT
of Harding County, New Mexico,
,.
SW4-NEy- t,
for
subject to the action of the
Having been urged by
Convention. If nomina
Sec. 35v Twp. 23 N.
friends to become a candi
ted and elected, I pledge myself date for sheriff of Harding Cou R 28E, N.M.P.. Meridian has filed
to personally discharge the du- nty. I hereby announce myself notice of intention, to make Final
ties of said office without favor as a candidate for this important Three Year Proof, to establish
to anvone and at a minimum ot office, subject to the action of claim to the land above descriexpense to taxpayers.
the Democratic Convention; If bed, before- F.H.. Foster, U.S.
elected I will take personal char (Commissioner,, at. his. office at
A. I. (Shorty) Burleson
rge of the office. Your support, Roy,. New Mexico, on the 29th
day 01 September,, laaa.
will be appreciated
ANNOUNCEMENT
Claimant names as witnesses:
R. L. Grossaint
I hereby announce myself a
W . H . Gay,, Roy Gay, Harry
candidate for Sheriff .subject to
Lammon and. Jay Lammon, all of
ANNOUNCEMENT
the action of the Democratic To the voters: of Harding Co.,.
Kephart., New. Mexica.
Convention of Harding County,
ii.ii. EneU,
hereby announce luysdi as
I
iew Mexico. If it is the will of a candidate for the nomination
Register.
the people of Harding County, as sheriff of Harding County sub
I will serve them without fear ject to the action of the Republijr favor and to the best of my can Convention. If my services Last Monday morning Mr., and
knowledge and ability.
have been satisfactory to you Mrs. Joe A.. Vargas; were united
James S. Christman. the past year and a half, I will; in holy matrimony by Rev. Fr.
appreciate your support for the De Keuwer at. the church. After
ANNOUNCEMENT
the service the bride and groom
nomination.
and
Father DeKeuwer were enRespectfully,
tertained at the home of Mr. and
This is to announce that H.
George B. Spivey.
Mrs. J. M. Baca.
M. Warner is a candidate for
Mr. and Mrs. Vargas had
N.M.
County,
Harding
of
sheriff
ANNOUNCEMENT
been married for fourteen years
subject to the action of the Democratic County Convention. He
I have decided to become a out as e ceremony was a civil
promises if nominated and elec- candidate for the nomination of affair and threfore not approved
ted, that he will give the people Treasurer and Collector of Hard- - by the.church, the new religious
In
the best that is in him .
Adv. inr rmiTitv- Riihippf to thf flpt.ion ceremony was performed.
"the Republican Convention. the evening they, gave a public
of
I want the office and any suppo- dance which was attended by a
ANNOUNCEMENT
rt given me will be appreciated. large number of their friends.
Harding County Developer.
I hereby announce mvself for That's all. Frank L. Schultz
the office of County Treasui-eABBOTT ITEMS
subject to the action of the Da- ANNOUNCEMENT
mocratis Convention.
If nomi
Mrs Hepburn and! Mrs McCol- nated and elected. I nromise to
Woiinoa
nin rallad on Mrs Wnrvdo
;
x
"
n
tí.
"
t i""
take personal charge of the of-nce and be on duty at my post Treasurer and Collector of Hard-- j Mrs Robertson and children
each day. Any assistance given mg County, and m view of this ;motored- out
to Kephart one day
ne will be greatly appreciated. fact I announce myself as a can- - jas weejc
didate for the office subject to
John E. Brockman
Mr Ful'ler of Springer visited
the action of the Democratic Co-'Mr and Mrs Wood one day
.

1
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Children's school shoes
WE ARE STILL FEATURING OUR HIGH GRADE
OVERALLS AND BIG YANK SHIRTS FOR MEN

LUJANS & BRANCH

AN EDITOR'S INVOICE

-

An editor once kept track of
his profits and losses durin the
year, and gives an invoice of his
business diary at the end of
twelve months of ups and downs
in the following manner:
Been broke 361 times.
Praised the public 89 times.
Told lies 720 times.
Missed prayer meeting 52
times.
Been roasted 431 times.
Roasted others 52 times.
Washed office towels 3 times.
Missed meals 0.
Mistaken for a preacher 11
times.
Mistaken for a capitalist 0.
Got whipped 8 times.
Whipped others 0.
Cash on hand at beginning
$1.47.
Cash on hand at ending, 15c

All kinds of auto repairing

Expert workmanship
Battery work a specialty
We are equipped to wash your car

Rev. Terrell and bride arrived
in Roy from Las Vegas, Monday
and will spend a few days visit-

ing relatives here.

r

Mrs. C. F. McCargo and children, left for Raton, Sunday, where they will spend a few weeks
visiting "Dock", who is working
in the Santa Fe shops there.

-

Service Garage
ESSSSIE

RAYMOND PENDETON. MGR.

Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Roy and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl McMinimy

and daughter were six o'clock
dinner guests at the George Lucas home northeast of Roy Sunday afternoon.
F. C. Moore, chairman of the
Kephart school board, was in the
cith this week making preparations to haul out the furniture
for their fine new school building near Kephart.

All orders carefully filled and promptly shipped by express or Parcel Post Our membership in the Florists Telegraph Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
for you anywhere in the United States on a few hours
notice.

Raton Greenhouses
"THE NAYLORS"
'

P.O. Drawer

349

'

Raton, N. M.

STRENGTH - NATIONAL - SERVICE

Quite a number of farmers
and taxpayers were at the county seat this week appearing
the County Commissioners
on matters pertaining to the tax
assessment of 1922.

bo-fo- re

the link which joins financial
nniiuiim. strength and banking service
Strength without service means little. Service
without strength means less. Join the two,
however, and you have a helpful bank.
A National Bank is always a member of the
Federal Reserve System, always under national
supervision; always chartered under high ideals
of service.
We invite you to make this Nationay Bank
your bank.
;

Having been urged by my
to make the race for sheriff
I hereby announce myself for th
is important office subject to the
ction of the Democratic Convention, and the subsequent election
n November. If elected 1 promise
to, give my entire time to the
nfice as there is nothing else to
occupy my attention. Yours for a
greater and better Harding Coun

ty.

Jesse D. Wade
ANNOUNCEMENT

I hereby announce mvself a
candidate
for Countv Clerk of
Mrs. Lillian Bess, Assistant
Harding
County,
subject to the
Cashier at the First National
Bank, who has been enjoying
the sights of California on her
annual vacation, returned home
Sunday and is again at her place
in the bank.
MONEY TO LOAN ON IM
PROVED FARMS AND RAN
CHES; TERMS REASONABLE.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
New Mexico.
July 27, 1922
NOTICE is hereby given that
Kenneth F. Woodman, of Roy,
Harding county, New Mexico,
who, on July 23, and July 28,
1921, made Homestead Entry
Number 027881, and No. 027890
Sec. 7. Wio-Sfor
Sec. 8.
Sec. 18,
Sec. 17.
,.
Sec. 7. WI2-NEEI2-SE1-

4,,

W

WI2-NWI- 1,

SE14-SW1- 4.

isEi-NEi-

j,,

WI2-SEI,-

SEit-Nn- ;,

H,

Ni2-SEi-

SEVi-S-

i,

COME IN, KIDS- - We have all the things
you will want, such as- A

at Clayton,

U. S. Land Office

suypuii, given me g,st week
iivenuua.
will be greatly appreciated.
Mr. urown. installed a new
J. R. McKee
boiler at the Abbott Pump staAbbott, N. M.
tion last week.
Mrs. R.H. Smith has been oil
NOTICE
the sick list , but she is reported
To the men and women voters doing fine at present.
Mr and Mrs McColnin were
of Harding County, New Mexico,
I wish to state that I a:n a trading in Mills Saturday.
Mr and Mrs Jonn Hepburn vicandidate for the office of County Assessor subject to the action sited Mrs Hepburn's parents last
of the Democratic County Con- Saturday night and Sunday.
vention .
P.J. Hisler called on the
If nominated and elected, I WTood family last Sunday.
Mr and Mrs Cunningham visiwill assume personal charfe of
the office and will see that all ted in Abbott Tuesday.
Little Gene Hepburn has been
taxpayers are treated alike. My
staying with his grand parents
motto, Special favors to none.
this week, Mr and Mrs
Respectfully Submitted,
L. W, Wilson

School Pays

Write or call us.
Blakely & Scott
Clayton National Bank BWg.
Clayton, New Mexico

(liirinUII "is

th

tuy

ANNOUNCEMENT

E

...

Pencils, Pencil holders, Crayon
Rulers, Artgum erasers
School hags, Pens, Ink
Pencil boxes, Tablets
Watch cur window display of school
lies next week.

supp-

Vi Section 18, Township

First National Bank
ROY, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

Strength

Reputation

$60,000-0-

0

Service

18N,
Range 25 E, N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land aboye
described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office
at Roy, New Mexico, on the 6th
day of September, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
John Schneider, J. Floersheim,
J. L. Smith and Frank Smith all
of Roy, New Mexico.
IT. II. FT? RETT,

Register.
..

.T

:

,
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FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
M.

JD.

GJBTíS,

Prop.

THE
HAD NO BUSINESS

YourSldnis
5o tragrant

and Smooth

"How fast were you going
"Your honor, I was Just crawling
along."
"It's rather curious that most of the
people who are charged in this court
with speeding say they were 'crawling
along.' "
"Your honor, I'm a professional aviator. An ordinary observer might have
thought my car was traveling at high
speed, but to me It was crawling."
"Ahem ! I understand your point of
view exactly, and out of respect to
your hazardous profession,
where
speed is essential to safety, 111 fine
you $23 for crawling.'' Birmingham

Fragrant daintiness
combines with purity.

For three generations
beautiful women have

selected Colgate's
Cashmere Bouquet

Toilet Soap.
Luxurious
Lasting
Reined

.

TO CRAWL

.

Unique Distinction.
"Well, my friend," said the motor
tourist, "are you satisfied with your
lot?"
"Yes." said Mr. Cobbles. "I can't
complain."
"Would you mind letting me take a
snapshot of you with my camera?"

EES

"What for?"
"I've traveled through a dozen
states and you are the first farmer Tve
met Who didn't tell me he would rather be anything else on the topside of
creation than a
tiller
of the soli." Birmingham
down-trodde- n

Age-Heral-d.

Cuticura Soap for the Complexion.
Nothing better than Cuticura Soap
dally and Ointment now and then as
needed to make the complexion clear,
scalp clean and hands soft and white.
Add to this the fascinating, fragrant
Cuticura Talcum, and you have the
Cuticura Toilet Trio. Advertisement

SUSPENDERS

A full top1! wear or more unanntoed (7Bmncl 60c).
Men's Gartora (Wc) wd Hose Supporter! (all uliei,
86c). No rubber to rot (rom heat or meat. Phosphor BronM Kustleu Springs gin the txetch.
ASK YOUR DEALER. liheean'tmpplyyoo.tend
direct, gmng dealer's name. Aceept no substitute.
Get the genuine
Look for guarantee
and name on buckle. Write for story ox
?
Spring Stretch.
NU.WAY STRECH SUSPENDER COMPANY
Kwohui MaamfuoMrm of
enrf EimUq Uhm
Dept. C
Adrian, Mich.

The Busy Wife.
Krtss Why don't you get your wife
to sew that button on your coat?
She lfl
Kross She is too busy.
working on four picture puzzles, reading two continued stories, and following up five serial pictures In the movies. Judge.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

MM

RemoTt

Danani ft 8 topsHair Faltlnd

Restores Color and
Beauty to Gray and Faded Haiti
toe. ana ji.wat imifrcta.
TTlwyii

HINDERCORNS

LAXATIVES

msmssm

Discovery by Scientists Has Replaced
Them.

Pills and salts give temporary relief from constipation only at the expense of permanent injury, says an
eminent medical authority.
Science has found a newer, better
way a means as simple as Nature
Itself.
For 76 years Wakefield's Blackberry Balsam
In perfect health a natural lubricant
baa been the surest and quickest remedy
for Diarrhoea, Dysentery and all loose bowel keeps the food waste soft and moving.
troubles in adults, children and babies. But when constipation exists this natWhile It Is quick and positive In Its action,
It ural lubricant Is not sufficient MediIt Is harmless and does not constipate.
checks the trouble and leaves the stomach and cal authorities have found that the
bowels In their natural, regular condition.
Every home should have a bottle ready for gentle lubricating action of Nujol most
sudden attacks. 60o and $1. tl bottle holds closely resembles that of Nature's own
I times the 60s size. Sold everywhere.
lubricant. As Nujol Is not a laxative
It Is In no sense a
It cannot gripe.
need not be thin
And like pure water It Is
or streaked with medicine.
gray OBAN harmless and pleasant.
HAIR COLOR
Nujol Is prescribed by physicians;
RESTORER will'
quickly revive It and bring back all its original used in leading hospitals.
Get a bottle
color and luxuriance. At all good druenritts, 7oc, or
direct from HXiSlG - ELLIS, Umkb. MEMPHIS, TEHN. from your druggist today. Advertisement.
Quickly Relieved by

Wakefield's
Blackberry Balsam

Your Hair
I

FOR

75c

- C O L - Q

BURNS

CUTS

ITCH SORES
Address

at stores; 85c by mail.

New York Drug Concern, New York

News

Shame on Them.

From AH Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

PERHAPS there are a few mothers who do not know the virtues of Fletcher's
'Castoria. Perhaps there are a few who know that there are imitations on
the market, and knowing this demand Fletcher's. It is to ALL motherhood, then,
that we call attention to the numerous imitations and counterfeits that may be

The hunting season for doves opens
in New Mexico

Sept li

Sheriff John O. Peck and deputy, J,
E. Zumwalt arrested C. Gk Beatenbow
of near Elaine whom they charged
with the larceny of a beet
Organization of a dairy and poultry
products shipping association Is being
formed ia Roosevelt county under thé
direction of the farm bureau of the
county
under Gen, Angel
Federal troop
of the
Mores military commander
west coast of Mexico, are striving to
capture alive the rebel chieftain Juan
Carrasco.
D. J. Thomas, banker of Holbrook,
Arhv, died suddenly a few days ago.
The deceased and family were fot
many years resident! of Qallup, where
he practiced law.
A reduction of almost (2,000,000 in
the assessed valuation of Cochise county taxable property was mude by the
State Tax Commission In session la
Phoenix recently.
The New Mexico Normal University
of East Las Vegas has recently added
James M.
to Its faculty
Cook of the Baptist Montezuma College of Las Vegas.
John Perry Waldron, 83 years old,
who had been lost In the hills near
Crow King, Ariz., for seven days, was
found unconscious lying near the road
eighteen miles from his camp.
D. V. Kinney was instantly killed
and six others seriously, but not fatally, Injured when two work trains on
the Santa Fe collided at a point seventy miles east of Kingman, Ariz.
Construction of 750 miles of electrified railway In Arizona with a main
line passing through Casa Grande and
a branch railway connecting with Tucson, is proposed in the near future.
Deputy sheriffs arrested Antonio
of Escabosa, N. M., on the charge
of unlawfully killing meat cattle, following reports coming to their office
from the cattle sanitary board officers.
While, neighboring states have had
high death rates from smallpox, New
Mexico has hud only one In 1921, and
none in 1022, so far, Dr. George S.
Luckett, public health director, said.
J. Farrel, who gave his home address as Elgin, 111., was taken Into
custody by federal and county officers near Naco, charged with smuggling drugs across the International
Restoration of the employés bonus,
discontinued Dec. 10, 1920, was announced recently by Gen. J. C. Green-wageneral manager of the Calumet
and Arizona Mining Company at Bls-be-

effects upon

her future happiness and health, that
it is almost criminal for a mother or
guardian to withhold counsel or advice.
Many a woman has suffered years
of prolonged pain and misery through
having been the1 victim of thoughtlessness or ignorance on the part of
those who should have guided her
through the dangers and difficulties
that beset this period. ;
Mothers should teach their girls
what danger comes from standing
around with cold or wet feet, from
lifting heavy articles, and from overworking. Do not let them
headache, pains
If they complain oflower
limbs, they
in the back and
need a mother's thoughtful care and
sympathy.
AHousenoIdWord" in Mother's House
writes Mrs. Lynd, about Lydia E.
Compound.
; Pinkham's Vegetable
"My mother gave me Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
when I was 14 years old for troubles
of
girls often nave and for losstook
weight Then after I married I
the Vegetable Compound before
each child was born and always when
I felt the least run down. Both my
.

over-stud-

y.

1ED

CARE

Chicago, I1L

A Little Book Helped Her to Decidí
Milwaukee, Wis.
"My daughtei
took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound as she was so weak and
did not feel like going to school. She
was like that for a whole year before
taking your Vegetable Compound. I
found a little book of yours in our
mail-bo- x
and decided to give her your
medicine. She is now strong and well
and attends school every clay. We
recommend your Vegetable Compound to all mothers with weak
daughters. You may use this letter
as a testimonial. ' 'Mrs. K Kluczny,
917 20th Ave., Milwaukee. Wis.
VI was always feeling tired and
sleepy, was losing in weight and
would faint at times. I had other
troubles too, that made me feel badly. I read your little books and heard
friends talk about the good Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound had
done them, so I have taken it too.
The results are most satisfactory .for
I have gained in weight and my bad
symptoms are gone. I recommend
your Vegetable Compound to all my
friends and you may make whatever
use you like of this letter." Globia
RamireZj 1116 9th Ave., Tampa,

Florida.

apon "Ailments
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private Text-Boo-k
sent you free upon request. Write
Peculiar to Women" will beMedicine
Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
to the Lydia E. Pinkliam
This book contains valuable information.

7a
a

"Just-as-good-

And yet there are those who would ask you to try something new.' Try,
this. Try that. Even try the same remedy for the tiny, scarcely breathing, babe
that you in all your robust womanhood would use for yourself. Shame on them.
;

j

Children Cry Fop

a .i ,'

'

'i
jLLCOHOL-arBKCBN-

T.

simiiItini1lieroodyEe.uta,

Your Friend, the Physician.
The history of all medicines carries with it the story of battles
against popular beliefs: fights against prejudice: even differences of
opinion among scientists and men devoting their lives to research work;
laboring always for the betterment of mankind. This information
is at the hand of all physicians. He is with you at a moment's call
be the trouble trifling or great. He is your friend, your household
counselor. He is the one to whom you can always look for advice
even though it might not be a case of sickness. He is not just a
doctor. He is a student to his last and final call. His patients are
his family and to lose one is little less than losing one of his owa

not

Chccrfamcssanas--ncMierOítóin,Morphuie-

MliMsaLNoTNAoTIC
TUt&ttú
Senna

ím

W

,

'

t,ftIRimedyfor
ConftJpaiionandDiarrhoe'

,j

flesh and blood.
Believe him when he tells you as he will that Fletcher's
Castoria has never harmed the littlest babe, and that it is a good
thing to keep in the house. He knows.
MOTHERS SHOULD

lacSimileSiínatar"

READ THE BOOKLET THAT

GENUINE

IS AROUND EVERY BOTTLE OF FLETCHER'S

CASTORIA

CASTORIA'

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

Exact Copy' of Wrapper.

Tombstone to Tucson.
MaJ. E. L. N. Glass, Tenth cavalry,
Fort Huachuca, Ariz., has been detailed as assistant military attache in
the American embassy at Mexico City.
Plans for the new building of the
lodge of Elks, have
Silver City,
been completed by Trost and Trost of
El Paso, and formal action will be
taken at Hie next meeting of the members of the organization.
The Nogales Chamber of Commerce
received word from the United States
employment service in Phoenix announcing the need of several hundred
laborers In the Suit River valley for
the cotton picking season which opens

THl ONTAUH

COM PAN V, NIW YORK CITY.

Gives Charming New Shade to Oíd Lingerie

e.

Mothers, watch your Daughters' Health
Health Is

is to all motherhood everywhere that we ring out the warning to beware
; For over thirty years Fletcher's Castoria has been an aid
".
of the
in the upbuilding of our population; an aid in the saving of babies.

It

Une.

Just when the September term of
Federal Court will open at Santa Fé
with a Jury has not been announced.
But there will be no Jury, grand or
petit during the Santa Fé fiesta, Sept.
4, 5 and 6.
His good health, says a vegetarian,
Orders for the structural steel to be
Is the result of eating no meat and used In the construction of the new
chewing it well.
concentrator of the New Cornelia at Ajo, Ariz., will be placed In
September, according to General Manager Greenway.
A branch office of the federal Bureau of Public Roads, which approved
plans for federal aid roads submitted
by the State Highway Department,
has been opened in Santa Fé, In room
8, Federal building.
Happiness
The state highway from Vail to
Bister and sister-in-latake it and
Tombstone has been overhauled by a
have only the highest praise for it It
maintenance crew and all the "corruhas been a household word in my
Mrs.
mother's house for years."
gations" removed so that It Is now as
Katheryn Lynd, 2431 Gladys Ave.,
good as the balance of the road from

Mm GILS
From the time a trirl reaches the
age of twelve until womanhood is established, she needs all the care a
thoughtful mother can give.
The condition that the girl is then
and may
Eassing through is so critical,

set before them.

Lo-vat-o

FREEDOM FROM

T.

Chcm.

Tí 0m oven Onrna. Cat
Ion sea,
stops all pain, ensures comfort to the
fpot, makM walking can?, Jfto. by mail or at Draff-fil- l,
llisoox Chemical Wks Pfctchuffiie, N. X.
J

D

Southwest

Motorist's Ingenious Plea Only Made
Judge Look at the Case a Little
More Sternly. ;

J$fa

SPANISH-AMERICA-

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

dyes or tints as you wish

A man often feels the loss of his
A Difference.
A few people read the Declaration
Collect and congregate are synonyof Independence and tell the1 rest first wife most after securing a sec
ond.
mous, yet the church often finds that what's in it.
there is a vast disparity between the
What becomes of a man's respecta
A life of loafing Is less criticised
and the congregation.
collection
blllty after death?
away from home.
Omaha World-Heral-

fcfvspJc
2
y

The Baking Powder that Gives
the Best Service in Your Kitchen

N.-M-

Sept.

The Economy

BMWGa P&WBEl

1,

from the ten chapters of
the state organization of the Amerl'
can Association of Engineers will meet
in Prescott Aug. 31 under the chairmanship of George R. Fansett, mining
engineer of the Arizona Bureau of
Mines at Tucson.
E. D, Osborn, president of the Mimbres Valley Growers' and Canners
Association, states that he will can the
tomatoes from eighty acres this fall
at Honsdale, N. M. Aa effort will be
made next year to secure sufficient
acreage to run the Deming plant.
Robert, O. Stockdalef county fawn
agent, and W. P. Thorpe, a director of
the Rio Grande Valley Dairy Associar
Hon, made a tour of the Rincón and
Mesilla valleys, to ascertain how much
financing is necessary' to place more
dairy cows on farms in the district.
champion melon
Wright,
Jewell
packer of the United States, who is
(Burrell Uem)
packing salmon-tin- t
cantaloupes at Las Cruces, says the
Mesilla valley fruit is the best and
most uniform of Us variety be has
ever seen, adding that it should top
Delegates

.

Ui

marJkot.
?

':

No

Foilncs

When a ''Big and Cheap"
can of baking powder is
offered you LOOK OUT.

M

HALUMiT

f

Every can of Calumet is
the same keeping Quality Perfect
last spoon-

ful good as the first. BEST BY TEST

Waste

The moderate cost of
Calumet combined with
the highest merit establishes the greatest of
bakingpowdereconomy.

it

You save when you buy
y
uac u.

The World's Greatest Qakinc Powder

The SrsVAmcrican, Roy, Harding Connty, Ner Mexico.
ROY SCHOOL

TO THE VOTERS OF
HARDING COUNTY, N. M.

ST. GEORGE'S SCHOOL

St George's School will open
Monday September 4th. Preparations had been made to make the
School even better than it has
been' in previous years. St.
George's School, altho in its infancy in one of the finest schools
in the west. Hard times are facing us, but in spite of that, Ch
ristian parents send your children in order to give them the advantages of a good Christian Education. Have your children at
the school for the opening day.
There has been no change in
books, those of the sixth, seventh
and eighth Grades are the same
as those of the Public School.
Sisters Bernardine and Rober-tin- e
who came from the East a
few weeks ago are experienced
teachers. Sister Bernardine who
will take charge of the sixth,
seventh and eighth grades has
taught in Michigan, Ohio and
Illinois, always had satisfactory
results . We know she will work
hard with her children and do
all in her power to make the year
a successful one."
As in the preceding years,
Sister Consuella will teach third
fourth and fifth grades. The pupils will appreciate knowing Sis-

C. C. Moore made

Tuesday morning September 5th . Immediately after orr
ganization, classroom work begins. So bring your lunch and
what books you have with the
understanding that school will
be in session the entire day, 8 :45
to 3:45.
Temporarily, the school will be
housed as follows ; the high school in the upper story of the
Baum building; Grades Two, Seven and Eight on the first floor
of the same building; Grades
Five and Six in the Lucero building; Grades Three and Four in
the Appel building (The Elite
Cafe) ; and the First and Primary Grades in the Baptist church .
The truck drivers are requested to load and unload near the
Baum building, and all pupils
going on the trucks should as
semble there immediately after

ve Mrs. Myra 0. DeFrees that
consideration and support she so
richly deserves and merits, should she ask for renomination at
the hands of the Republican
Convention.
Signed :
T.E. Mitchell,
R. Lopez,
F.A. Roy,
Dr. D.C. Daniels,
E. J.H. Roy,
F. S. Brown.

a business

FOR SALE :

trip to Mosquero on Tuesday and

AJM.

the hardest time ever experienced by the tax payers to meet
every line of necessary expenditures, and fully equipped with
every requirement for the honest
careful and efficient administration of her office, thoroly proven
by her past record, we take much
pleasure in asking the thinking
voters of Harding County to gi-

BRADLEY

i

To Patrons and Pupils:
The Roy school opens at 8:45

By reason of her record as
County School Superintendent,
where the county started with
nothing in the way of funds, but
through her economical efficient
administration, there has been
saved over six thousand dollars
of the school funds of Harding
County, for the coming year at

Saturday, September 2nd,1922

Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Thomas
r.nd Miss Ollie Thomas of Solano
ere callers at the Moore home
L.st Thursday.
Arthur Hazen was a Mosquero

2,000 BUSHELS

'APPLES

visitor Thursday.
Little Estelle Hazen is spending a few days with her mother
this week.
We missed the news of the
i
. TL
im-cuesv.eaaing ilast wees
tor Keller of Mosquero and Miss
L' anche Hall of our community
were quietly married Sunday.

it

1

--

ter will have the same room.

MIAMI ORCHARDS

We wont say that we were surprised and we wish them a happy married life.
Messrs G. R. Randle and Char
le Sanger were business visit
ors in Mosquero, Tuesday. ,
Charley Woods was calling at
C. C. Moore's, Saturday.
Mrs. Oscar Aspgren spent a
f 2w days last week at the Plum-l- .i
hospital in Roy, having her
ankle treated. She returned to
her home Sunday.
Miss Mayme Smith called on
I.2r aunt, Mrs. Murphy, Friday.
Mr. 0. A. Murphy was a busi-rcvisitor in Mosquero, Sa tur- -

making arrangements for several unfortunate boys who are
handicapped by being cripples to
attend school in Roy this winter
and take up Vocational work under the supervision of Prof.

Potts.

10 MILES WEST OF SPRINGER

.

For particuars address

H. S. McENDARFER
BOX 1, MIAMI, NEW MEXICO

school.
A list of books needed in the
grades has been given the Flo- ersheim Merc. Co., also each teacher will be provided with a list
of books for her particular grade.
1 will recommand that so far
as you can, you supply your neeLouis C. Lamb, arrived in Roy ds by buying second-han- d
books.
Wednesday on the north bound A few good books have been left cay,
.
i
Polly from Fort Bliss, Texas with me to sell at about half the
The Misses Virginia and Elizawhere he had been spending the price of new ones. Don't buy beth Woods entertained the Miss
past thirty days in the Citizens any high school books until af- e Maschelle and Louise Caddel,
Military Training Camp at that ter you classify, but bring with lass A&yme Smith and Miss Clo- place.
you all your high school books.
:s Moore last Sunday afternoon.
While in Camp, Mr Lamb stu Perhaps we can sell them for
Mr. Hilmer Lindgren left for
died the blue course of training you.
I linois, Sunday, after a visit
for the Infantry, and reports
We expect to offer two years vith his mother, Mrs. Aspgren
that there were many men from work
A surprise dinner was given
in Domestic Science and
New Mexico and Arizona at the
The for Mrs. Jim Beem, Sunday in
two
Agriculture.
in
and
Art
Camp.
will be honor of her birthday. A numHe also showed us a sharpsho Manual Training class
classes ber of friends and relatives were
merged
of
the
one
with
oters Medal given him there and
only
doing
the present and all report a fine day
Agriculture,
in
a certificate from the camp comCharley Sanger has been very
work required of that class in
mander showing that he held shop
sick for the past few days, but
work.
third place in the Rescue Race.
The following constitute the i i reported better at this time.
We are sorry that more young
Oscar Aspgren spent Saturr
faculty for this year:
Men from here did not attend as
day night and Sunday with home
Superinten
Bazzill,
Cameron
the training received there is
He returned to town
folks.
the most essential part of a Sol- dent, Mathematics.
morning.
Monday
early
TP. Potts, Agriculture,
diers training and in case of war
Mr. and Mrs. Lyell Hazen vis. Miss Wright, D.S.A.
would enable the country to get
ited Grandpa and Grandma HazMiss Osmond, Spanish,
an army together with more spen, Sunday.
Miss Spence. English,
eed than it has been able to use
Arthur Hazen was out Sunday
Mrs. Pendleton. Eighth Grade,
at any time in the past.
looking
after the telephone line.
Miss Dunn, Seventh Grade,
These Camps are held every
He
removed
several grounds but
Miss Lusk, Sixth Grade,
year in each Corp's area and can
giving good sernot
line
is
the
Miss Williams, Fifth Grade,
be attended at no cost to the
yet.
vice
Mrs. Choate, Fourth rade,
lan, as all railroad fare and food
The Misses' Maschelle and
Miss Taylor, Third Grade,
clothing and Medical Attendance
Louise
Caddel have been staying
Miss Floersheim, Second grada
is free, to say nothing of the vaMosquero
in
the past few weeks,
Miss Pearson, First Grade,
rious entertainments given for
keeping
house
for their father.
Mrs. Carr, Primary.
the benefit and enjoyment of the
Mr. Fuller is starting to threEvery member of the faculty sh wheat in this community this
Camp.
is going into the work with a week.
What on earth is worse than determination to succeed in spite
Donald Moore was on the sick
of the fact that we have no buil- list, Friday.
no front teeth during
ding. We earnestly solicit the
time.
of every patron and NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Henry McKinngy, brother of friend of the school, realizing
Department of the Interior
Dr McKinney of this place is vi- I that here as in a ball game, in U.S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton
siting relatives here this week. a partnership business, in an ar- - New Mexico.
Mr McKinney is a traveling saAugust 21, 1922
is team work that wins. Let's
lesman out of St Louis.
given that
hereby
NOTICE
is
have TEAM work.
Vicente C. De Baca, of Roy,
Now, Boys and Girls, we arc Harding Co, New Mexico, who
Messrs Sam Gallegos, Bennie
Gallegos, and Tonie Ribera of here to do you all the good we on August, 15th, 1919 made HoTrinidad, Colorado spent a few, can. Your teacher is one of your mestead Entry No. 026797, for
days with relatives and friends very best friends. Learn to love
i,
Sec. 25, W'rNWiL,
her, and be obedient because you Section 25, Township 19 N Range
near Roy.
25 E. N.M.P Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, bofore F.H. Foster, U.S.
at his office at
Commissi'-Roy, Ne
léxico, on the 28th
day of September, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Peter T. Montoya, Toma3 Vigil, Jesus Medina and Seferio
Garcia, all of Roy, New Mexico.

The best

moderate
priced
healthful
baking powder
obtainable

i

j

Baldnij
Powder

I

Use it

and save!

Contains No Alum

I

,

I

Large
can

Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking Powder
makes light, delicious biscuits, cakes,
muffins, etc., that will give a zest to
any appetite. It insures wholesome
ness also and never leaves a bitter taste.

Ask your grocer if he has any cans left
12
of Dr. Price's at the special sale price
ounces recently offered.
only
Dr. Price Cook

.

25c

Send for the "New
Book." It's Free.

Price Baking Powder Factory
1001 Independence Boulevard, Chicago

STEPLESIN QU3EN3WARE COOKING UTINSELS,
GRANITE WARE AND BUILDERS HARDWARE
LUMBER & COAL
QUALITY AND SERVICE

com-on-the-c- ob

D.W. Rockey, head of the Vocational work in the Federal Department was in. Roy this week

varieties-a- t

H

ft

ss

Her kind and gentle manner
wins many.
Sister Robertine will teach
first and second grades. Sister
is an expert primary teacher.
The little folks will realize that
they too, are of importance.
ter is also a music teacher, she
has a class but has still time for
more pupils. Music holds a very
high place in life, being as someone has said, "The fourth need
of man". The greater part of the
time of most people given to material things, and those elements
which can inspire are sadly
needed. This inspiration freed
from all taint of worldliness, nothing can give more perfectly,
than good music, "It makes the
soul and lifts it high and wings
it with sublime desires, and fita
it to bespeak the Diety."
The Sisters also have a boarding house for girls. They have
a number of girls enrolled, if there are other girls who wish to
board, there is still room for more. Everything is convenient
for the girls. They have their
own rooms, dining and recreation rooms etc etc. Prices are
very reasonable. For further
particulars apply to Sister Consuella, Sup't at the Convent;
Fr. Felix Vachon

Best winter

Roberts
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

& ÓívqsL.

.NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

,

Sometimes a women with a bee
in "her bonnet gets stung right.

.

.

PECIA

School District No. 3, Harding
County, and known as the Koy
Municipal School District, w ill
offer at Public Auction to the
highest bidder on Tuesday September 19th, at 10, o'clock A.M.
he buildinz known as the Plea
sant View School building which
is located about 7 miles east ana
jne mile north of Roy.
The, building is of frame construction and is about 30 by 3S
feet in size. The successful bidder or bidders will be given thir-t- v
davs time to remove the buil
ding from the ground or in whi
ch to make the necessary arrangements for leaving same in its
present location. The ground
where the building is now located is owned by Fred Breford
and anv arrangements to Jeave
it on the present location will have to be made with Mr Breford.
The purpose of the sale of the
building is to place ownership of
it in proper hands as the building is no longer needed by the
School District. Bids will.be accepted from c'hurtli or communi-

t,'

H.H. Errett,

Register.

NOTICE TO PATRONS Of
THE RURAL SCHOOLS
OF HARDING COUNTY

POTATOES
ñ per 100 lbs.
f .1

While they last

Í
i

11

M

11

.NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN,

that the Board of Education of U.

E'2-NEV-

Department or the imenor

M.
I

S. Land Office at Clayton, NL
August 21, 1922.

NOTICE is hereby given

County, New Mexico, who, on
September, 11th, 1919, made
Homestead entry, No. 025572.
Sec. 4. N
for SW&;
NWit-NEV- i,
section
y, Township 18JN, Range 25E, N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof ta establish claim
to the land above described, be-

,

WÍ2-SE1- 4,

EIÍ-NW1- 4,

fore F.H. Poster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New
Mexico, on the 5th day of October, 1922.
Oairnaat names as witnesses:
Julian Sandoval, Leandro Archu
leta, Manuel Archuleta and Jesus Madina all of Roy, New Mex.

On acount of Monday SeptemH. H Errett,
ber 4th being a legal holiday
Register
to
decided
have
(Labor Day) we
open the Rural schools ,on Tuesday, September the 5th, instead
ENTERTAINING
of on the 4th as previously an
OKLAHOMA VISITORS
nounced. All School Boards and
teachers will be governed accorMr and Mrs George Ray are
dingly.
entertaining Mrs. F.S. Moore,
Myra 0. DeFrees,
ty organizations or from indivi- Mrs. Fred ü. Grey and Carver
'
Pres. Co. Board of Education. duals. Terms will be strictly cash Moore of Lamton, Oklahoma.
Mrs. Moore is an aunt of Mrs
day of sale.
E.F. Henry, on? local plasterer on the
Ray and will probably locate at
The Board reserves the right Clayton. Mr3 Grey
has completed his work on the
has just rece
Kephart school, and Thursday to reject any and all bids.
ntly
married
and
now on her
is
School District No. 3
he left for Mills where he has a
way to join her husband who is
County
Harding
contract to stucco the Mills schlocated at Miami, Arizona and is
By C.L. Justice
ool.
a urominent mininc engineer of
President.
place. They are all deligh
that
do lave her, and she will guide Attest:
wnn
New- Mexico and state
ted
Win. G. Johnson,
through an
you successfully
it
much cooler here than at
is
Secretary.
other year's work, landing you
their Oklahoma home.
safely in the grade just beyond.
Tom Strong represented the
Remember that regularity in attRov
promptness
Post of the American Le-- Hal Warner.' nromniPTit. muHí- count
endance and
ate for County Sheriff on the
for much, so set the pace the gion at the State Convention at Democratic
ticket, was meeting
reports
He
week.
Las Vegas this
first dav and Let's go.
- Teat contention and 3 wonderf4e.'y's n town the fore part oí
Cameron Bnzzi'l,
Ntmf
fn tima
1"-- "vvn,
"
;

-

S. E.

GRP.
PAXTON
"THE
FOOD'

STORE"

CQ.

that

Zacarías Ebell, of Roy, Harding

.

I

I

